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Abstract 

The faithful propagation of genetic information from a mother to its progeny 

is one of the most fundamental aspects of life. Encoding the entirety of an 

organisms’ genetic information onto chromosomes poses a unique set of 

problems that cells are required to overcome for proper genetic flow. In bacteria, 

one or more DNA molecules are condensed almost 1000-fold in order to fit within 

the small vicinity of a single cell. While undergoing significant compaction, the 

chromosome must also retain its accessibility in order to perform various DNA 

dependent processes. Although several key elements of chromosome 

organization have been identified, our knowledge regarding this process remains 

limited. In order to maintain genetic integrity, newly replicated chromosomes must 

faithfully segregate into daughter cells before the completion of cell division. 

Unlike in eukaryotes, chromosome replication and segregation in bacteria occur 

concurrently. How a bacterial chromosome maintains coordination between 

replication, segregation, and cell division is still unclear.  The role of chromosome 

organization in segregation is also not fully understood. Therefore, it is of the 

utmost importance to acquire a better understanding of these complex biological 

processes which will in-turn illuminate our comprehension of the most basic and 

fundamental aspects of life. Elucidation of such processes will enable the 

potential to better manipulate chromosomes which can have various applications 

including but not limited to anti-microbial drug discovery, anti-cancer therapy, and 

creating programmable artificial cells. 
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This study investigated chromosome segregation in an opportunistic 

human pathogen, Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Pseudomonas related infections 

are one of the major causes of death in newly born babies, burn victims, cystic 

fibrosis patients, and patients with suppressed immune system. The ability of this 

organism to differentiate into different morphological states allows it to survive in 

various ecological niches. Its intrinsic multi-drug resistance and ability to form 

biofilms make it difficult to control. With the emergence of multi-drug resistant 

strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the discovery of new drugs is imperative in 

order to prevent further transmission of this organism. A better understanding of 

chromosome dynamics can help identify and exploit novel drug targets. 

To determine the segregation pattern in the P. aeruginosa strain PAO1, a 

fluorescent repressor-operator system was used. The data indicate that the 

PAO1 chromosome is longitudinally organized between the origin of replication 

site, oriC to the sister chromosome resolution site, dif. In PAO1, both replication 

and segregation initiate at oriC and progress bidirectionally. Interestingly, 

chromosome segregation but not replication ends at the dif site. Proteins of the 

condensin family play a major role in global chromosome organization in both 

prokaryotes and eukaryotes.  In Pseudomonas aeruginosa, two different families 

of condensins are present: MksBEF and SMC-ScpAB. These two proteins 

localize on different regions of the chromosome and differentially affect 

chromosome segregation. Finally, the study uncovered a novel co-ordination 

between condensin mediated global chromosome organization and ParABS 
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mediated chromosome segregation, where the presence of at least one of them 

is necessary for cell viability. 
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Summary 

DNA serves as the primary molecule for the storage and propagation of 

genetic information. The enormous length of the chromosomal DNA poses a 

unique set of problems. A single human cell contains approximately 3 meters of 

double stranded DNA within a nucleus of about 6 μm. It is still unclear how this 

long thread of DNA is organized within such small confines while maintaining its 

individuality [1], and is capable of performing several key biological functions. In 

eukaryotes, each DNA molecule is condensed 10,000 to 20,000-fold, forming 

chromosomes. Multiple histone and non-histone proteins contribute to this 

compaction [2, 3]. Although relatively small in length, bacterial DNA also needs 

to overcome similar problems in order to condense its >1 mm long DNA into a 

cell which is approximately 2-4 μm long [4].  

While the circular DNA in bacteria needs to be compacted about a 1000-

fold, it also needs to maintain a certain degree of flexibility to allow various cellular 

machineries access to the genetic information which it encodes. Bacterial cells 

achieve this by organizing the chromosome into several dynamic structures. 

Meanwhile, chromosomes need to be segregated faithfully after replication so 

that each daughter cell can inherit a single copy of the entire genome.  Therefore, 

harmony between global chromosome organization and chromosome 

segregation is vital for proper maintenance and transfer of genetic information. 

At the same time, these two events also require coordination with chromosome 

replication and the cell cycle for maintaining the proper chain of events.  
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It is often instructive to distinguish three levels of complexities in 

organization of bacterial chromosome. The first level of organization is achieved 

by small DNA binding proteins known as Nucleoid Associated Proteins (NAPs). 

These proteins organize DNA by binding, bending and wrapping it around 

themselves [5, 6]. At the second level, DNA is organized into giant loops around 

a protein scaffold. Condensins and cohesins play a major role in this global 

chromosome organization [7]. Finally, the chromosome is organized at the 

subcellular level, where each locus of the chromosome occupies a specific region 

inside the cell [8]. This spatial organization of the chromosome is maintained 

throughout the cell cycle. This level of organization has only recently been 

recognized and is presently under intense investigation. [9]. Subcellular 

organization of chromosome is of particular interest because it is deeply 

interlinked with chromosome segregation, a fundamental cellular process that 

ensures correct inheritance of genetic information by daughter cells. Indeed, 

chromosome segregation reproduces global chromosomal layout whereas 

perturbation in chromosomal layout is often detrimental to cell viability [10]. 

In this study, we explored the idea that condensins not only establish 

global folding of the chromosome but also play a key role in facilitating subcellular 

positioning and segregation of the chromosome. This idea is based on the 

observation that deletion of condensins results in both chromosome 

decondensation and missegregation [11-13]. To test this idea, we investigated 

the roles of condensins in Pseudomonas aeruginosa. 
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P. aeruginosa is an opportunistic human pathogen that is responsible for 

high mortality in newly born babies, burn victims and cystic fibrosis patients. It is 

one of the most common hospital acquired pathogens and causes serious 

diseases in patients recovering from surgery or having a compromised immune 

system.  Emergence of multi-drug resistant strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

has become a serious human health issue worldwide [14, 15]. Therefore, 

understanding the underlying mechanism of chromosome organization and 

segregation can provide us with novel methods to control infections caused by 

this pathogen.  

The second benefit of using P. aeruginosa for this study is that it harbors 

condensins of two different families: a canonical SMC-ScpAB and a recently 

discovered condensin MksBEF [16]. The role of MksBEF in chromosome 

organization is yet to be established. Remarkably, SMC-ScpAB and MksBEF 

were found to support different morphological states. SMC-ScpAB facilitates 

planktonic growth whereas, MksBEF promotes sessile growth [17]. This suggest 

that a causative link might exist between chromosome organization and cell 

physiology in P. aeruginosa.  

For this study, we used the P. aeruginosa strain PAO1. The chromosome 

of PAO1 is asymmetrically organized into two arms between the origin of 

replication site (oriC) and the sister-chromosome dimer resolution site (dif) [18]. 

These two sites have special roles in chromosome replication and segregation. 

In model laboratory bacteria E. coli and B. subtilis, oriC and dif are located 

opposite to each other, generating a symmetrically oriented chromosome [19, 
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20]. In these bacteria, both replication and segregation take place concomitantly. 

Both processes start at the oriC locus and end at dif. However, many bacteria, 

similar to PAO1, carry an asymmetric chromosome; no such organism has been 

previously studied for replication and segregation. Therefore, studying PAO1 

chromosome will also help us to better understand the coordination between 

replication and segregation. 

Finally, this system also allows us to answer a fundamental biological 

question: what are the driving forces for chromosome segregation? Currently, 

three systems are postulated as the driving forces in segregation [21, 22]. The 

first one is condensins, which condense the chromosomes and help maintain 

them topologically unlinked. The second system is the ParABS system, which is 

required for proper positioning of newly replicated chromosome. The third force 

is entropy, which can segregate chromosomes if another mechanism that 

topologically separates sister chromosomes is present. These three forces 

interact with each other. In particular, SMC proteins are recruited to parS sites in 

a ParB dependent manner [23, 24]. As a result, deducing relative contributions 

of these three forces is difficult. As we will show later, delineating the driving 

forces in chromosome segregation is possible in P. aeruginosa, owing to the 

presence of two different condensins along with the ParABS system. 

In this study, we explored the chromosomal layout and segregation in P. 

aeruginosa strain PAO1. To this end, various segments on the chromosome were 

tagged with multiple tetO sequences and visualized by expressing a fluorescently 

labelled TetR protein that binds to these sequences. The role of two condensins 
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in chromosome segregation and global chromosomal layout was then determined 

by analyzing the segregation pattern in condensin mutants. We also determined 

the role of the ParABS system in maintaining global chromosomal layout by 

monitoring the segregation pattern of oriC in ParB mutants. Finally, the role of 

entropy (or other yet undocumented factors) in chromosome organization was 

determined by sequentially removing condensins and ParB. 

Our results indicate that the chromosome of PAO1 is longitudinally 

oriented between oriC and dif. Both replication and segregation initiate from the 

oriC locus and move bidirectionally along the arms. Interestingly, we found that 

chromosome segregation finishes at the asymmetrically located dif locus. 

Additionally, we uncovered the presence of two domains in the longer left arm. 

Analysis of our segregation and replication data indicates that segregation 

proceeds discontinuously along the chromosomal arms, while replication 

proceeds with equal rates on both arms. In contrast to segregation, chromosome 

replication terminates at a location opposite to oriC. This reveals that there is no 

obvious coordination between chromosome replication and segregation at the 

terminus region. Furthermore, this result demonstrates a special role for dif locus 

in chromosome segregation.  

SMC and MksB both play distinct roles in chromosome organization and 

segregation. Both of them contribute to overall compactness of the chromosome 

however, their roles are different. We demonstrated that SMC and MksB are 

localized to different parts of the chromosome. This suggests that these proteins 

have their own preferential binding sites. SMC binds close to the oriC locus, 
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whereas MksB binds to a different chromosomal region and remains close to mid-

cell. Our results also indicate that both MksB and SMC are required to condense 

the bulk of the chromosome. We also found that SMC has a special role in 

tethering the dif proximal locus. 

These results support our hypothesis that condensin mediated global 

chromosome organization is required for proper chromosome segregation. 

Interestingly, simultaneous deletion of condensins and ParB is lethal for the cell. 

This result supports our second hypothesis that entropy by itself is not sufficient 

and requires either a condensin or ParB for cell viability.  

In a separate line of enquiry, we wanted to determine the biochemical 

activities of eukaryotic condensins. To this end, we expressed and purified SMC 

subunits of the human condensin using a Baculovirus expression system. This 

system utilizes insect cells to express eukaryotic proteins. In humans, two 

different condensins are present, condensins I and II. Each of them is composed 

of five subunits. Both of them share the same pair of SMC subunits: SMC2 and 

SMC4. Activity of condensins is attributed to the SMC proteins, whereas the non-

SMC proteins play a regulatory role [25]. Although SMC4 was not able to be 

expressed within this system, the SMC2 subunit of human condensin was readily 

expressed and purified. The purified SMC2 possess characteristic DNA binding 

activity. However, expression of SMC4 was never detected. The inability to 

express SMC4 subunits suggest that SMC2 alone cannot stabilize the SMC4 

proteins and that the co-expression of SMC4 with other non-SMC subunits is 
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necessary. Overall, we found that the purified SMC2 possess characteristic DNA 

binding activity typical for condensins. 

CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

This chapter describes the major players involved in chromosome 

organization and segregation focusing primarily on the bacterial chromosome. 

The main focus of this thesis is to determine the coordination between global 

chromosome organization and chromosome segregation in the opportunistic 

human pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Additionally, due to the highly 

conserved nature of condensins in organizing the chromosome, both prokaryotic 

and eukaryotic condensins will be described. 

1.1  Chromosome organization in bacteria 

Visualization and characterization of eukaryotic chromosomal dynamics 

was achieved in great detail by the 1880s [26]. However, the actual organization 

of bacterial DNA remained a mystery until 1930s. The demonstration of discrete 

bodies of the bacterial chromosome was achieved by staining the chromosome 

using DNA specific dyes, which led to the discovery of the nucleoid. This 

discovery changed the perception of the bacterial chromosome from an 

amorphous structure to a complex and highly organized physical object [27, 28]. 

Isolation and characterization of several small nucleoid associated proteins 

reveled their involvement in local chromosomal arrangements [29]. Electron 

micrographs of nucleoid spreads later revealed a higher order structure with giant 

DNA loops which extended from a central protein scaffold [30, 31].  Finally, the 
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visualization of fluorescently labelled bacterial chromosomes within live cells, led 

to the discovery of its dynamic subcellular organization [32, 33]. 

1.1.A. Local chromosome organization by nucleoid 

associated proteins 

Nucleoid associated proteins act by binding relatively non-specifically 

across the chromosome and subsequently wrapping, bending or bridging 

chromosomal segments. The first two nucleoid proteins isolated from E. coli were 

H-NS (Histone-like Nucleoid Structuring protein) and HU (Heat Unstable protein) 

[34]. Several other proteins were isolated soon after from purified nucleoids and 

collectively named Nucleoid Associated Proteins (NAPs). Biochemical 

characterization of the twelve major NAPs has revealed that their DNA binding, 

bridging, bending and wrapping activities modulates local chromosomal structure 

[29, 35]. These twelve NAPs, are HU, IHF, FIS, H-NS, Lrp, CbpA, CbpB, DnaA, 

Dps, Hfq, IciA and StpA. 

HU (Heat Unstable) proteins are made of two subunits: HUα and Huβ. 

Approximately 60,000 copies of each monomer is present in E. coli and 

depending on their growth stages, HU can exist as both homodimers or 

heterodimers [36, 37]. HU binds preferentially to distorted regions of DNA, nicks, 

bends, and three or four-way junctions. Interestingly, rather than introducing one 

new bend, HU recognizes and stabilizes pre-existing DNA bends [38-40]. A 

bending angle of 0° to 180° with an average of 100° was determined for the 

nicked DNA-HU complex in different organisms [40-42]. At low HU 
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concentrations, DNA is compacted, however, at high HU concentrations, it 

becomes extended [42, 43]. In the presence of topoisomerase I, HU generally 

induces negative DNA supercoils in plasmid DNA [44]. Putting it all together, HU 

binds at different regions on DNA and stabilizes them, thus mainlining local 

compaction of the chromosome.   

IHF (Integration Host Factor) proteins share significant amino acid 

similarity with HU proteins, but unlike HU, IHF binds to a well-conserved 

nucleotide sequence and introduces a 180° turn within that DNA segment [45]. 

Similar to HU, IHF is also composed of an α-subunit and a β-subunit and has a 

copy number of approximately 20,000 dimers per cell [37]. The αβ heterodimeric 

form is the predominant form, although both αα and ββ forms are also biologically 

active [46]. The consensus DNA binding site for IHF contains three characteristic 

sequences: two conserved segments of DNA 5′-TATCAA-3′ and 5′-TTG-3′, and 

a 6-base pair with an A-tract. The center of the U-turn is positioned at the 5′ end 

of the TATCAA consensus site [47]. By introducing these U-shaped bends, IHF 

affects chromosome replication initiation and regulates transcription [48-50]. 

FIS (factor for inversion stimulation) proteins are made of two identical 

subunits, each of them contains a putative helix-turn-helix (HTH) domain. These 

HTH domains are used to bind and bend DNA segments [51]. FIS recognizes a 

poorly conserved 17 bp long, AT rich DNA binding site [52]. However, nonspecific 

binding to DNA can be observed, often leading to branch formations in 

supercoiled DNA [53]. Depending on the substrate DNA, FIS introduces a bend 

with a bending angle between 50° to 90° [54, 55]. Interestingly, FIS can both 
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suppress or activate transcription, depending on its binding site relative to that of 

RNA polymerase [56, 57]. This dual role correlates excellently with its expression 

level during different phases of cell growth. This protein express at a very high 

level (approximately 50,000 copies per cell) during the exponential phase [58]. 

During this phase, FIS activates multitudes of genes involved in translation which 

are required during fast cell growth. At the onset of the stationary phase, FIS 

levels drop (about 500 copies per cell) which leads to the removal of its inhibitory 

control of a gene encoding RpoS. RpoS then reprograms RNA polymerase to 

express genes that are required for adaptation to slower cell growth [59-62]. 

H-NS (histone-like nucleoid-structuring) are small (15kDa) proteins, which 

are present in abundance (about 20,000 copies per cell) within various species 

of bacteria, and acts as a global transcriptional repressor [63-66]. This protein 

consists of an N-terminal oligomerization domain, a C-terminal DNA binding 

domain and a flexible linker domain that connects these two domains [67-69]. 

Dimeric H-NS proteins form a DNA-H-NS-DNA complex, thus bridging and 

stabilizing DNA segments [70]. H-NS also constrains negative supercoiling of 

DNA, which facilitates DNA bridging and loop formation [66, 71, 72]. 

Transcriptional downregulation by H-NS is modulated by its interaction with the 

haemolysin expression-modulating (Hha)/YdgT family of proteins [73, 74] . 

However, how the Hha/YdgT proteins regulate H-NS function is still unknown. 

Lrp (Lipoprotein receptor-related) proteins are small low molecular weight 

proteins that act as a regulatory element for several genes including genes 

involved in nutrient uptake, amino acid metabolism and microbial virulence. 
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Depending on the target promoter, Lrp can activate, suppress or remain 

unaffected by leucine [75]. Lrp is present in about 3000 copies per cell and can 

exist in diverse oligomeric states [76, 77]. Its dimeric form bridges different 

segments of DNA in a manner similar to H-NS: Lrp dimers bound to one segment 

of DNA interact with another Lrp dimer bound to a different segment of DNA [78, 

79]. This kind of interaction can stabilize DNA loops and influence global 

chromosome organization. Lrp proteins can also form an octameric structure, 

around which DNA can be wrapped; similar to the nucleosomes present in 

eukaryotes. These kind of structures are often found at the promoter region and 

acts as a repressor [80, 81].  

Other NAPs isolated from the bacterial nucleoid include CbpA, CbpB, 

DnaA, Dps, Fis, Hfq, IciA, StpA, and SMC complexes [29, 35]. Proteins of the 

SMC family were later found in archaea and eukaryotes. A detailed description 

about these proteins are provided later in this thesis.   

1.1.B. Global chromosome organization and the SMC 

complex 

 In last few decades, proteins of the Structural Maintenance of 

Chromosome (SMC) family have emerged as major players of global 

chromosome organization in all kingdoms of life. MukB, the first protein of the 

SMC family, was identified during the screening of E. coli mutants which 

produced anucleate cells [12]. Soon thereafter, proteins of the SMC family were 

found in other organisms including archaea and eukaryotes [82-84]. Notably, one 
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of the applied approaches involved fractionation of Xenopus chromosome 

scaffold. This scaffold can be observed in histone depleted mitotic chromosomes, 

indicating that SMC proteins play a structural role in chromosome organization. 

Two major components of the chromosome scaffold proved to be topoisomerase 

II and ScII, an SMC protein [3, 85, 86]. This finding suggested a structural role 

for SMC proteins in chromosome organization. 

Molecular architecture of SMC proteins  

 Each SMC protein has five distinct domains [87]. The globular N-terminal 

and C-terminal domains contain two canonical nucleotide binding motifs; Walker 

A (G-X-S/T-G-X-G-K-S/T-S/T) and Walker B (h-h-h-h-D, where h is a 

hydrophobic amino acid). While the Walker A motif is essential for ATP binding, 

the Walker B motif is required for ATP hydrolysis. The C-terminal domain carries 

the signature C-motif and D-loop, required for stabilizing the binding and 

hydrolysis of ATP. Between these two globular domains are two long α- helices 

which are connected by a third globular domain. An SMC monomer folds back 

onto itself by forming an anti-parallel coiled-coil domain, thus generating an ABC-

type ATPase site at the ‘head’ domain and a globular ‘hinge’ domain (Figure 1-

1A). Two monomers of SMC protein associate with each other through the hinge 

domain, forming a homodimer (prokaryotes) or a heterodimer (eukaryotes). 

Formation of the dimer also results in the formation of two functional ABC-type 

ATPases at the head domain (Figure 1-1B) [88]. Various conformations of SMC 

dimers have been observed through electron microscopy, including V-shaped, I-

shaped and a ring-like structure [89, 90]. Although SMC proteins of different 
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organisms share very little sequence identity, they all share this common 

secondary and tertiary structure. Dimers of SMC proteins interact with two other 

non-SMC proteins, a kleisin and a kite protein, to form a functional condensin 

complex. 

 

Figure 1-1: Architecture of condensins. (A) Schematic representation of 

condensins. Each SMC monomer is made of two globular domains, two α-helix 

and a third globular hinge domain between them. Each monomer folds back onto 

itself forming a functional ABC-type ATPase head domain. Two monomers 

associate with each other through the hinge forming an SMC dimer. Association 

with kleisin and kite subunits is required for condensin activity. (B) Engagement 

of the two head domains of the SMC dimer forms two ATPase domains. For each 

ATPase domain, the N-terminal and C-terminal domain of a monomer carries the 

Walker A and Walker B motif respectively. The C-terminal domain of the second 

monomer carries the C-motif and D-loop. Hydrolysis of two ATP molecules lead 

to the disengagement of the head domains. 
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 The SMC family 

In bacteria, three families of condensins have been found: SMC-ScpAB, 

MukBEF and a MksBEF. In these complexes, SMC, MukB and MksB belong to 

the SMC family, ScpA, MukF and MksF belong to the  Kleisin family and ScpB, 

MukE and MksE belong to the Kite family [91]. The first condensin identified, 

MukBEF was originally discovered in E.coli and later identified in different 

enterobacteriaceae and γ-proteobacteria [12, 13, 92, 93]. All three subunits of 

MukBEF are expressed from a single operon, where they are located in the order 

of mukF-mukE-mukB [16]. The second family of condensins, SMC-ScpAB was 

later discovered in various bacteria and archaea, where, smc is encoded 

separately from scpA and scpB [94, 95]. MksBEF in P. aeruginosa, is also 

encoded in a single operon where these three genes are organized in the order 

of mksF-mksE-mksB [16]. The Mks2BEF condensin, found in the virulent P. 

aeruginosa strain PA14, encodes an additional uncharacterized MksG protein 

within a single operon [16]. 

 In eukaryotes, the SMC family consists of six different sub-classes of 

proteins (SMC 1-6) [96, 97]. SMC2 and SMC4 which interact with three non-SMC 

proteins (CAPD2, G and H) forming the condensin complex. This complex plays 

a vital role in chromosome assembly and segregation [84, 98]. In the cohesin 

complex, SMC1 and SMC3 binds with two other non-SMC proteins, Scc1 and 

Scc3. This complex is required for sister chromatid cohesion [82, 99]. A third SMC 

complex involved in DNA repair and checkpoint responses, consists of SMC5, 

SMC6 and Nse1-6. [100-102].  
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 Activity of the SMC complex 

How condensins organize the chromosome within bacteria is still unclear. 

The presence of condensins in the protein scaffold of isolated bacterial 

chromosomes indicates their involvement in chromosome structuring by 

stabilizing giant loops emanated from the scaffold. The biochemical activities of 

condensins also supports their role in scaffold formation [103] 

Biochemical characterization of bacterial condensins revealed that their 

DNA binding activity resides in their SMC subunits [104]. Co-operative binding of 

these proteins to stretches of DNA promotes the formation of filamentous 

nucleoprotein complexes. Upon binding, the ability of condensins to capture 

distant DNA segments, allows the formation of a protein scaffold from which DNA 

loops are radiated outside the scaffold [103]. ATP and non-SMC subunits of 

condensins appear to play a regulatory role in DNA binding and bridging activity 

of SMC subunits [104].  

Within cells, bacterial condensins form distinct clusters on the 

chromosome. The E. coli condensin, MukBEF is localized close to the oriC region 

which is located at the mid-cell region. As cells grow, the MukBEF cluster 

migrates to the quarter position along with the newly replicated oriC [105, 106]. 

The non-SMC subunits of MukBEF are required for this cluster formation, 

indicating that these proteins have a regulatory role in the proper loading of this 

condensin proximal to oriC [107]. The SMC-ScpAB complex from Bacillus subtilis 

and Streptococcus pneumoniae form clusters in the vicinity of a conserved parS 

sequence, which is located close to oriC [10, 24, 108]. In B. subtilis and S. 
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pneumoniae, recruitment of SMC to parS depends on the chromosome 

partitioning protein  ParB [23, 24, 108].  

1.1.C. Subcellular organization of bacterial chromosome 

 Finally, a third level of chromosome organization involves the subcellular 

organization of the entire chromosome inside of the cell. To determine the global 

layout of the chromosome and its dynamics during the cell cycle, the fluorescent 

repressor operator systems (FROS) [109] and fluorescence in situ hybridization 

(FISH) [110],  are frequently used. Experiments carried out in various bacterial 

species revealed that chromosomal organization varies between species and can 

change depending on the growth phase or available nutrients.  

 Previous detailed studies of chromosome segregation and localization led 

to the discovery of macrodomains (MD) [110]. In E. coli, four macrodomains have 

been identified: Ori, Ter, Left and Right. Two less-structured regions have also 

been identified that flank the Ori macrodomain [111, 112]. Two DNA binding 

proteins have been implicated in the maintenance of the macrodomain 

organization in E. coli. The MatP protein recognizes a specific DNA sequence, 

matS, which is repeated 23 times within the 800 Kbp Ter domain. Binding of MatP 

to matS is necessary to maintain the Ter macrodomain [113-115]. A second DNA 

binding protein MaoP binds to a single specific DNA sequence, maoS, which is  

present in Ori macrodomain and is required for its maintenance [116]. 

Chromosomes in fast-growing E. coli, sporulating Bacillus subtilis, 

Caulobacter crescentus, Myxococcus xanthus and Vibrio cholerae tend to 
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assume the so-called ori-ter configuration, where the origin (oriC) is located at or 

close to the old cell pole and the terminus (ter) is located at the new cell pole 

[117-121]. Both chromosomal arms lie side-by-side in between them. Soon after 

replication, the origins are repositioned to the cell poles. As replication proceeds 

further, newly replicated DNA migrates sequentially and occupies specific 

positions inside the cell, while the un-replicated terminus migrates towards the 

mid-cell. Upon cell-division, the newly replicated terminus occupies the new cell 

pole, thus, restoring the ori-ter configuration in newly born cells (Figure 1-2, Left).  

 However, in slow growing conditions, the E. coli chromosome organizes 

itself into a left-ori-right configuration, where the origin (oriC) resides in the mid-

cell region and the left and right arm occupy different cell halves. The terminus 

region (ter), connecting two arms also occupies the mid-cell region. After 

replication, the newly formed origins migrate towards opposite cell quarters and 

the arms segregate to either side of the origin, restoring the left-ori-right 

configuration [122] (Figure 1-2, Right).    

 Interestingly, in B. subtilis, chromosomal organization depends on its 

developmental stage. During sporulation, the chromosome organizes itself into 

an ori-ter configuration. In contrast, during vegetative growth it alternates 

between an ori-ter and left-ori-right configuration  [8, 123]. However, the precise 

mechanism used to generate and maintain the linear organization of the 

chromosome in still unknown. It is also unclear if a specific locus on the 

chromosome occupying a particular location inside the cell can provide a unique 

way to regulate the expression of certain genes. Finally, the biological 
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significance of maintaining transverse or longitudinal orientation and proteins 

responsible for this process are yet to be identified. 

  

 

Figure 1-2: Global chromosomal layout in bacteria. Chromosome in bacteria, 

is organized between oriC and ter. Depending on species and growth conditions, 

chromosomes can have different orientations. In ori-ter orientation, oriC and ter 

are located at opposite cell-poles. Chromosomal arms run parallel to each other 

between oriC and ter. In Left-ori-Right orientation, both oriC and ter occupies the 

mid-cell and each arm occupies opposite cell halves. 
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1.2  Driving forces in chromosome segregation 

 Faithful segregation of the newly duplicated chromosome is essential to 

ensure that each daughter cell inherits a complete copy of the genome. Unlike 

eukaryotes, bacterial chromosome segregation takes place concomitantly with 

replication [22]. Several models have been postulated to illustrate the mechanism 

of chromosome segregation in bacteria [21]. However, these mechanisms are 

not mutually exclusive and likely cooperate in proper chromosome positioning. 

1.2.A. ParABS system in chromosome segregation 

Chromosome segregation initiates from the origin-proximal region of the 

chromosome. The ParABS partitioning system has been shown to actively 

segregate this region in various bacteria [124-128]. It comprises of three 

elements: the DNA binding protein ParB, which binds to parS, and a cis-acting 

centromere-like DNA sequence, which together forms a nucleoprotein complex. 

[126, 129, 130]. Finally, a Walker A-type ATPase, ParA is thought to provide the 

driving force for segregation of this nucleoprotein complex. Two different models 

have been postulated for ParABS mediated chromosome segregation. According 

to the pulling model, ParA forms a filamentous structure away from the ParB:parS 

complex. The edge of this filamentous structure captures the ParB:parS complex 

and then retracts, pulling DNA with it. This kind of movement has been observed 

in V. cholera and C. crescentus [124, 131, 132]. According to the pushing model, 

ParA forms a filamentous structure in between the duplicated ParB:parS 

complex. The filament then grows in between them thus pushing the origins apart 

[133].  
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1.2.B. Entropic model of chromosome segregation 

Although the ParABS system is widespread in the bacterial kingdom, 

several bacterial species, including E. coli, lack a well-defined partitioning system 

[128].  According to the entropic model proposed by Jun and Molder, the inherent 

entropic force exerted by “self-avoiding” DNA polymers can contribute to the 

segregation of bacterial chromosomes following replication. [134, 135]. However, 

this model cannot fully explain the segregation process. In contrast to the main 

hypothesis of this model, chromosomes are self-adhering polymers and entropic 

force alone cannot explain how newly replicated origins dis-entangle themselves 

and occupy specific locations within the cell. This model also cannot explain how 

the linear organization of genes is achieved after segregation [136-138]. 

1.2.C. Extrusion-capture model  

According to the extrusion-capture model proposed by Lemon and 

Grossman, the newly replicated chromosome is segregated, in part, by utilizing 

the energy released during DNA replication [139]. This model was suggested 

based on the observation that the DNA replication machinery is positioned in the 

center of the cell during chromosome replication and segregation. The replisome 

binds to the origin of replication in the mid-cell, pulls the rest of the template DNA 

towards the cell center, and after replication releases them towards opposite cell 

poles. Proper positioning of the replicated chromosome is then achieved by other 

positioning systems.  
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1.3  Chromosome architecture in Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

P. aeruginosa is an opportunistic human pathogen responsible for serious 

nosocomial infections in new-borns, patients with impaired immunity, and burn 

victims and is a leading cause of morbidity in cystic fibrosis patients [140]. It is 

one of the most common hospital acquired pathogens and is responsible for high 

mortality rates in patients with ventilator-associated pneumonia [141, 142]. 

Intrinsic resistance to several common antibiotics as well as the emergence of 

multi-drug resistant strains of P. aeruginosa demands particular attention for 

identifying novel drug targets. Understanding the mechanism of basic cellular 

events such as chromosome replication and segregation has great potential for 

providing new means to control this organism.  

 The genome of wild type Pseudomonas aeruginosa and more than 200 

other Pseudomonas strains and clinical isolates have been sequenced and now 

publicly available [143]. Analysis of their genomes has revealed that the 

chromosome of P. aeruginosa is approximately 30% larger than that of E. coli or 

B. subtilis. However, the greater size of this chromosome is not due to gene 

duplication, but instead is a result of greater gene complexity and horizontal 

transfer of genes from other bacteria and viruses [18, 144]. 

Several key chromosomal elements required for chromosomal replication 

and segregation in P. aeruginosa, have already been identified, including: the 

origin of replication oriC [145, 146], the sister chromosome resolution site dif [147] 

and the chromosomal partitioning system ParABS [128, 129]. In P. aeruginosa, 

ten putative parS sites have been identified and four of them are located in close 
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vicinity to oriC [129]. Among these four oriC proximal parS sites, only one is 

required for proper chromosome segregation [10, 148]. Surprisingly, no Ter-Tus 

system has been identified in P. aeruginosa. 

The chromosome of the P. aeruginosa strain PAO is longitudinally 

organized between oriC and dif, and located diametrically opposite to oriC. The 

chromosome of this strain lacks the reported inversion between rrnA and rrnB 

sites, located on opposite chromosomal arms [149]. This strain also contains 

partial deletions in PA4684 and PA4685 genes, which respectively, encode the 

non-SMC subunits MksF and MksE of the MksBEF condensin complex. [150]. As 

a result of this deletion, the MksBEF condensin is not functional in PAO.  In this 

strain, segregation initiates from a single parS site located close to oriC, 

segregates bi-directionally and finishes at the dif locus. While the cell’s replication 

machinery remains at the mid-cell region for the entire duration of cell cycle, the 

chromosome is pulled towards it prior to segregation [149]. 
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CHAPTER 2: Methods 

2.1 Construction of plasmids 

To introduce chromosomal tags in the chromosome of P. aeruginosa, the 

pP30D-FRT-tetO-0069 plasmid was used (Figure 2-1) [149]. The backbone of 

this suicide vector contains the oriT region, the ColE1 origin of replication, the 

aac1 gene (conferring resistance to gentamicin), and an array of 140 tetracycline 

operator (tetO) sequences. To insert this array into the desired locations on the 

chromosome, approximately 500 base pairs of a chromosomal segment was 

amplified by PCR. Both the plasmid and amplified product were then digested 

with HindIII/KpnI restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs) and the products 

were ligated together by phage T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs). The 

ligation mixture was then transformed into chemically competent DH5α cells and 

spread on LB-agar plates supplemented with gentamicin (30 μg/mL). Plasmids 

from individual colonies were then purified and correct constructs were identified 

by sequencing.  

To construct the pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP plasmid, DNA sequence harboring 

yGFP-ParBT1 was removed from pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP-yGFP-ParBT1 plasmid 

using overlap excision PCR [149]. The resulting plasmid carries an in-frame DNA 

segment encoding the tetracycline repressor (TetR) protein fused with cyan 

fluorescent protein (CFP) at its C-terminal. Expression of this chimera is 

controlled by an IPTG-inducible lacUV5 promoter.  
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pPSV35Ap-TetR-mCherry was constructed by amplifying tetR gene from 

pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP-yGFP-ParBT1 plasmid, and the gene encoding mCherry 

was amplified from the pUC18T-mini-Tn7T-Gm-mCherry plasmid. These two 

segments were then ligated by overlap extension PCR and cloned into the 

SacI/HindIII restriction sites of pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP plasmid, thus replacing 

CFP with mCherry 

To construct the deletion plasmid pEXG2-ΔparB, approximately 500 base 

pairs of chromosomal segments were amplified from both the upstream and 

downstream regions of parB gene (PA5562) by PCR. The PCR fragments were 

then ligated by overlap-extension PCR, and subsequently cloned between the 

HindIII/BamHI restriction sites of pEXG2 plasmid. 

To replace the endogenous smc and mksB with DAS4-tagged versions, 

pEX18Ap-smc-DAS and pEX18Ap-mksB-DAS plasmids were constructed. To 

this end, approximately 500 base pairs of chromosomal segments from 3’ ends 

of smc and mksB gene were amplified and nucleotide sequence encoding a 

DAS4 tag was introduced at their 3’ end before the native stop codon. The 

resulting fragments were then cloned between the KpnI/BlpI restriction sites of 

the pEX18Ap-Δsmc and pEX18Ap-ΔmksB plasmids, respectively [17].  

The complete list of plasmids is provided in Table 1.  
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2.2 Construction of strains 

To integrate the tetO cassette at various positions in both wild type, 

ΔmksB, ΔparB and ΔmksB Δsmc genomes, the traditional conjugation method 

was used [151]. E. coli SM10(λpir) cells carrying the suicide vectors were mated 

with the recipient P. aeruginosa strains and successful transformants were 

selected by spreading on a Vogel-Bonner minimal medium (VBMM: 0.083 M 

Magnesium sulfate, 0.48 M citric acid monohydrate, 2.87 M dipotassium 

phosphate anhydrous, 1.28 M sodium ammonium phosphate) agar plates 

supplemented with 30 μg/mL gentamicin. Successful integration of tetO repeats 

was further verified by PCR. To incorporate the tetO cassette into the Δsmc 

chromosome, each suicide vector was first extracted from 50 mL of overnight 

culture of DH5α E. coli cells carrying those plasmids. Approximately 5 μL of 

concentrated plasmid (500 ng/ μL in Tris, pH 7.5) was transformed into Δsmc 

cells via electroporation, followed by an incubation of 4 hours in super optimal 

broth with catabolite repression medium (SOC) at 37 °C. Cells were then spread 

on an LB-agar plate supplemented with gentamicin (30 μg/mL) and successful 

transformation was then verified by PCR. To visualize these chromosomal 

markers, pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP or pPSV35Ap-TetR-mCherry plasmid was 

introduced in tetO tagged cells via electroporation and transformants were 

selected on LB-agar plate supplemented with gentamicin (30 μg/mL) and 

carbenicillin (200 μg/mL). 

To delete the parB gene, the parental P. aeruginosa strain PAO1 was 

mated with SM10(λpir) cells carrying the deletion plasmid pEXG2-ΔparB. 
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Merodiploid cells were then streaked on TYA plate (1% Bacto tryptone, 

0.5%yeast extract and 1.5% agar) and incubated at 30 °C. single colonies were 

picked and checked for gentamicin sensitivity by replica-plating. Gentamicin 

sensitive colonies were picked and further verified for deletion by PCR analysis. 

To construct cells for the DAS4 mediated degradation assay, the sspB 

gene (PA4427) was first deleted from ΔparB strain using the deletion plasmid 

pEXG2-ΔsspB, using allelic exchange method described previously. smc 

(PA1527) or mksB (PA4686) gene was then removed using pEX18-Δsmc and 

pEX18-ΔmksB plasmids donated by Dr. Hang Zhao. Finally, mksB gene was 

replaced with a DAS4-tagged version from ΔparB ΔsspB Δsmc cells using two-

step allelic exchange method. A similar method was used to construct 

ΔparBΔsspBΔmksB-smc-DAS4 strain. Finally, a ∆parB∆sspB-smc-DAS4-mksB-

DAS4 strain was constructed by successive replacement of smc and mksB with 

their DAS4 tagged versions. 

To express human condensin subunits, the pFastBac™ Dual expression 

vector was used (Figure 2-2). This vector can express two proteins 

simultaneously from two strong viral promoters 

: a polyhedron promoter and a p10 promoter. Constructs used in these 

experiments are described in Table 1. Plasmids carrying the human smc2 and/or 

smc4 genes were transformed into E. coli DH10Bac competent cells (Invitrogen). 

Site-specific integration of the plasmid into the bacmid, located inside the 

DH10Bac cells, results in disruption of lacZα gene, thus generating white colonies 

when grown in LB-agar plates supplemented with 50 μg /mL kanamycin, 7 μg/mL 
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gentamicin, 10 μg/mL tetracycline,100 μg/mL X-gal, and 40 μg/mL IPTG. A single 

white colony was inoculated into 2 mL LB medium supplemented with 50 μg/mL 

kanamycin, 7 μg/mL gentamicin, and 10 μg/mL tetracycline. The recombinant 

bacmid was purified using a PureLink™ HiPure Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Invitrogen), 

following manufacturer’s protocol. Successful integration was further verified 

using PCR.  

A complete list of strains constructed is provided in Table 2 and 3.  

2.3 Engineering the PAO1 genome through allelic replacement 

To modify the genome of P. aeruginosa strain PAO1, two different suicide 

vectors (pEX18Ap and pEXG2) were used. These vectors harbor a ColE1 origin 

of replication, permitting replication in E. coli but not in P. aeruginosa. These 

vectors also contain the oriT region from RP4 plasmid, allowing the plasmids to 

be transferred from E. coli to P. aeruginosa by conjugation. They also contain an 

antibiotic resistance marker (bla in pEX18Ap, aacC1 in pEXG2) used for selection 

and a functional Bacillus subtilis sacB gene used for plasmid curing. Plasmid 

maps are illustrated in Figure 2-3.  

To introduce these plasmids, a bacterial conjugation method was 

employed [151]. For this purpose, the recipient P. aeruginosa strain and the 

donor E. coli strain SM10(λpir) hosting the suicide vectors were grown in LB 

medium at 37 °C until they reach an OD600 of 0.2. At this density, 5×107 donor 

SM10(λpir) cells and 2×108 receptor P. aeruginosa cells were harvested, 

resuspended in a total volume of 20 μL LB medium and spotted on a LB-agar 
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plate without any antibiotic. After incubating overnight at 37 °C, the cells were 

harvested and resuspended in 2 mL of 10 mM magnesium sulfate solution. 

Aliquots from this suspension were then spread on Vogel-Bonner minimal 

medium (VBMM: 0.083 M Magnesium sulfate, 0.48 M citric acid monohydrate, 

2.87 M dipotassium phosphate anhydrous, 1.28 M sodium ammonium 

phosphate) agar plates supplemented with 30 μg/mL gentamicin. Single colonies 

were picked with a sterile toothpick and streaked onto a TYA plate (1% Bacto 

tryptone, 0.5%yeast extract and 1.5% agar) supplemented with 15% sucrose and 

incubated at 30 °C. The presence of sacB gene confers an acute sucrose 

sensitivity leading to bacterial cell death when grown on medium containing 

sucrose. Single colonies were then checked for sensitivity towards the particular 

antibiotic marker present on the vector backbone by streaking on an LB plate 

supplemented with carbenicillin (for pEX18AP plasmid) or gentamicin (for pEXG2 

plasmid). Genome modification of antibiotic sensitive strains was confirmed by 

PCR and/or DNA sequencing. Figure 2-4 illustrates a schematic representation 

of gene-deletion by a two-step allelic exchange method.   

2.4 Epifluorescence microscopy 

 Epifluorescence illumination is a technique where a single lens system is 

used to both excite and collect fluorescence from a fluorophore. Cells harboring 

fluorescent proteins were excited by transmitting light through an optical filter and 

emitted light was collected back through the same objective and passed through 

the dichroic mirror to a second filter and finally reaching a CCD camera. 
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 2.4. A. Live cell imaging 

 Live cell imaging is best suited to visualize fluorescently tagged proteins 

under their native biological conditions. To visualize chromosomal regions inside 

live cells, P. aeruginosa strains containing tetO tagged chromosomal segments 

and the pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP plasmid, were grown overnight in M9 minimal 

media (pH 7.5) supplemented with 0.25% w/v sodium citrate, gentamicin (30 

μg/mL) and carbenicillin (200 μg/mL). Cells were then diluted to an OD600 of 0.01 

and re-grown in M9 minimal media (pH 7.5) supplemented with 0.25% sodium 

citrate, gentamicin (30 μg/mL) and carbenicillin (200 μg/mL) at 30 °C. At an OD600 

of 0.05, Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to the medium 

at a final concentration of 0.05 mM. IPTG induces expression of TetR-CFP 

chimera, which binds to tetO repeats located on chromosome. Cells were grown 

until an OD600 of 0.1 and then spread onto a thin agarose pad (1% agarose in M9 

medium (pH 7.5) supplemented with 0.25% sodium citrate), and observed 

immediately using an Olympus BX-50 microscope; equipped with a BX-FLA 

mercury light source, a 100X, 1.43 NA oil-immersion objective and a SPOT 

Insight QE Camera. Images acquired by phase-contrast and fluorescent 

channels were analyzed by the spot-sizing software Nucleus [152].  

 2.4.B. Time-lapse imaging 

 For time-lapse imaging, strains were grown overnight at 37 °C in M9 

minimal media (pH 7.5) supplemented with 0.25% sodium citrate. Cells were then 

diluted to an OD600 of 0.01 and re-grown in M9 minimal media (pH 7.5) 

supplemented with gentamicin (30 μg/mL) and carbenicillin (200 μg/mL) at 30 °C. 
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Cells were grown until an OD600 of 0.1 and then spread onto a thin agarose pad 

(1% in M9 minimal medium (pH 7.5) supplemented with 0.25% sodium citrate), 

and observed using an Olympus IX81 inverted microscope equipped with a X-

Cite 120 LED light source (Lumen Dynamics), a 100X UPlanSApo 1.40 NA oil-

immersion objective (Olympus) and an iXon3 EMCCD camera (ANDOR 

technology). To compensate for vertical focal drift during image acquisition, an 

automated Z-drift compensation module (IX2-ZDC2), was used. Images were 

captured automatically every 60 seconds using the Micro-Manager plugin 

controlled by the Image J software package [153, 154]. An exposure time of 400 

ms and electron-multiplying (EM) gain of 40 e-/count was chosen to capture 

images for the GFP and mCherry tagged proteins. 

2.5 Image Processing  

The number and position of fluorescent foci were analyzed using the spot 

sizing software Nucleus [152]. This program detects bright signals from 

fluorescent images while cell contour is detected from phase-contrast images. 

Spots are defined based on the intensity of its pixels compared to the intensity of 

neighboring background pixels. Cell size is measured in pixels from phase-

contrast images. The positions of fluorescent spots are measured as a distance 

in pixels from the mid-cell region, as determined from phase-contrast images. A 

3X3 median filter was also applied to every image to reduce background noise. 

Manual inspection of each detected spot was performed before statistical 

analysis. To analyze the localization of fluorescent proteins over a longer period 

of time, the image processing software package FIJI was used.  
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2.6 Flow cytometry analysis 

 To analyze DNA content and the number of chromosomes inside a cell, 

flow cytometry was used. PAO1 cells were grown in M9 minimal medium (pH 7.5) 

overnight, diluted to an OD600 of 0.01 and further grown to an OD600 of 0.1 at 30 

°C. Cells were then harvested and fixed overnight with 70% ethanol in a buffer 

containing 20 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.5) and 120 mM NaCl. Cells were then washed 3 

times at 4 °C and incubated with 30 units/mL DNase free RNaseA (New England 

Biolabs) for 30 mins at 37 °C, followed by further incubation with 50 μg/mL 

propidium iodide for 15 min at room temperature in the dark. Cells were then 

passed through a 40 μm cell strainer (Corning) and analyzed directly using a BD 

Acuri C6 flow cytometer. Flow cytometry data were then analyzed using the 

FlowJo software (FLOWJO, LLC). A representative analysis of one such 

experiment is shown in Figure 2-5. In this image, the left panel demonstrates the 

plot between the forward scatter vs. the side scatter data. Cells were binned into 

four boxes according to increasing cell size. Florescent intensity of cells in each 

bin was then plotted on the right. 

2.7 Marker frequency analysis 

To determine the replication profile of the PAO1 chromosome, high 

throughput sequencing based marker frequency analysis was used. For this 

analysis, P. aeruginosa cells were grown in M9 minimal medium (pH 7.5) 

supplemented with 0.25% sodium citrate or LB medium at 30 °C.  Cells were 

harvested at an OD600 of 0.1 and their genomic DNA was isolated using the 
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GenElute™ Bacterial Genomic DNA Kit (Sigma), following manufacturers 

protocol. The concentration and purity of isolated product were determined by 

NanoDrop™ 2000c Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). Genomic DNA with 

A260/280 and A260/230 values greater than 1.8 was achieved following the 

purification protocol. High throughput sequencing of P. aeruginosa PAO1 

genome was performed using the sequencing facility at Oklahoma Medical 

Research Foundation. The binary version of sequence alignment/map (bam) files 

were obtained from the facility and analyzed in house using MATLAB to 

determine copy numbers of each gene. By analyzing the copy number of each 

gene, we can determine the positions of the replication origin and terminus. 

Depending on the growth conditions, genes located close to oriC will have two or 

four copies as they are first to replicate. As replication proceeds along the arms, 

the copy number of genes decreases. Finally, genes located close to replication 

terminus will have a single copy. 

2.8 Degron mediated controlled degradation of proteins 

For the controlled degradation of desired gene products, the DAS4 

mediated degradation system was adopted. This system is modified from the E. 

coli degron system where, an SspB adapter protein enhances the degradation of 

ssrA-tagged protein via ClpXP protease [155, 156].  We used a DAS4 tag 

(modified from the native ssrA tag), appended at the C-terminus of the desired 

protein to direct it for ClpXP mediated degradation (Figure 2-6). For this purpose, 

a DAS4 tag (AANDENYSENYADAS) was cloned at the 3` end of the gene of 

interest followed by its native stop codon. This tag is a poor substrate for ClpXP 
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unless the adaptor protein SspB is present [157]. For controlled degradation of 

MksB and SMC, the endogenous sspB gene was first excised from PAO1 by 

recombination using the deletion plasmid pEXG2-sspB. Endogenous copies of 

mksB and smc were then replaced by DAS4 tagged versions. Finally, the SspB 

expression plasmid, pPSPK-sspB was introduced into these strains via 

electroporation. Expression of SspB was controlled by adding IPTG to a final 

concentration of 0.1 mM. Degradation of the proteins was verified by western 

blot.  

Strains and primers used are described in Tables 1 and 2.  

2.9 Growth and maintenance of Sf9 insect cell line 

Sf9 Insect cells (Invitrogen, Catalog no. B825-01) were cultured and 

maintained as per the manufacturer’s guideline. In short, frozen cells were 

thawed rapidly in a 37 °C incubator. Cells were seeded in pre-warmed 

Trichoplusia ni Medium-Formulation Hink (TNM-FH) complete medium 

(Invitrogen, Catalog no. 11605-094) at a density of 2-5 ×104 viable cells/mL inside 

a sterile T25 flask (ThermoFisher Scientific). Adherence of cells was monitored 

using an inverted microscope. Once most of the cells were adhered to the flask, 

spent medium was carefully removed and replaced with fresh TNM-FH medium 

supplemented with gentamicin (10 μg/mL) (Invitrogen, Catalog no. 15710-064), 

amphotericin B (0.25 μg/mL) (Invitrogen Catalog no. 15290-018), Penicillin-

Streptomycin (100 μg/mL) (Invitrogen, Catalog no. 15140-122) and incubated at 

27 °C. Once cells reach ~90% confluency, that is when the cells have formed a 

single layer over the entire surface area available for growth, they were dislodged 
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from the flask using sloughing and reseeded into a sterile T25 flask containing 

fresh culture medium, at a density of 2-5 ×104 viable cells/mL (Figure 2-7). Cell 

viability was assessed by trypan blue dye exclusion test. This die can penetrate 

dead cells only thereby, we can differentiate between live and dead cells under 

light microscope. For scaling-up purposes, 5×104 viable cells/mL were seeded in 

a 125-mL shaker flask, containing 30-50 mL of Sf-900™ II Serum Free Medium 

(SFM) (Invitrogen, Catalog no.10902-096), and incubated at 27 °C with a shaking 

speed of 130 rpm (C76 water bath shaker, New Brunswick Scientific). Once cells 

in suspension cultures reach a density of 2-4 ×106 cells/mL, they were reseeded 

into a sterile shaker flask at a final density of 3-5×105 viable cells/mL. 

2.10 Transfecting insect cells with recombinant bacmids 

Transfection of recombinant bacmids into Sf9 cells was performed 

following manufacturers protocol. In brief, 1 μL of purified bacmid DNA (500 ng/μL 

in TE Buffer, pH 8.0) and 8 μL of Cellfectin® II reagent (Invitrogen, Catalog no. 

10362-100) was diluted into 200 μL of un-supplemented Grace’s Medium. After 

incubation for 30 minutes at room temperature, this transfection mixture were 

added to 8 × 105 Sf9 cells adhered to a single well of a six well plate. After 

incubating for 5 hours at 27 °C in the dark, the transfection mixture were replaced 

with 2 mL of pre-warmed Grace’s Insect Medium (Invitrogen, Catalog no. 11595-

030), supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Invitrogen, 10082-139). 

Cells were then incubated at 27 °C for 72 hours while monitoring for signs of 

infection every 24 hours (Figure 2-8). 
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2.11 Isolation and amplification of viral stocks  

Viral amplification was performed following the manufacturer’s protocol. At 

first, the medium from a single well containing P1 viral stock was collected and 

centrifuged at 500 rpm for 15 minutes (Eppendorf 5810 R) to remove uninfected 

cells and large cell debris. 2 × 106 Sf9 cells in 2 mL of pre-warmed Grace’s Insect 

Medium, supplemented with 10% FBS, were added into each well of a 6 well 

plate. Once the cells were attached after 30 min, 100 μL of P1 stock was added 

to each well and was incubated at 27 °C. Medium containing P2 viral stock was 

collected 72 hours post-infection, and centrifuged at 500 × g for 15 minutes 

(Eppendorf 5810 R). Clear supernatant containing virus particle was then 

collected and stored at 4 °C. 

2.12 Protein expression and purification 

To express proteins in Sf9 cells, cells in mid-log phase were infected with 

100 μL of P2 viral stock. Sf9 cells were collected 72 hours post-infection and 

resuspended in lysis buffer (1×107 cells/mL) at 4 °C. After an incubation of 45 min 

in lysis buffer, cells were lysed by sonication (3×15 seconds at 50% output) 

(Branson Sonifier 450). Triton was added at a final concentration of 1% after 

sonication. Clarified lysates were incubated with MagneHis Ni particles 

(Promega, Catalog no. V8500), and washed with 5 particle volumes of wash 

buffer. Finally, proteins were eluted from the Ni particles using an increasing 

concentration of imidazole added to the wash buffer. Buffer compositions are 
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listed below. Eluted fractions were analyzed using SDS-PAGE followed by silver 

staining.  

Lysis buffer: 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 150 mM sodium chloride, 1 mM EDTA, 1 

mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 1 mM PMSF, 10 μg /mL 

aprotinin, 10 μg/mL leupeptin, 10 μg/mL pepstatin and 5 mM sodium fluoride.  

Wash buffer: 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 150 mM sodium chloride, 20 mM 

Imidazole (pH 7.9). 

Elution buffer: 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 150 mM sodium chloride, 40-500 mM 

Imidazole (pH 7.9). 
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Figure 2-1: Plasmid map of pP30D-FRT-tetO integration vector. This plasmid 

was used to integrate tetO repeats in the P. aeruginosa chromosome. 

Approximately 500 base pairs of chromosomal segments were amplified and 

inserted between KpnI/HindIII restriction sites. Plasmid map created by 

SnapGene®Viewer software.   
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Figure 2-2: Map of the pFastBac™Dual expression vector 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Plasmid maps of suicide vectors pEX18Ap::Gm and pEXG2.  
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Figure 2-4: Diagram of gene-deletion by two-step allelic exchange method. 

The map is adopted from [151].  

 

Figure 2-5: Flow cytometric analysis of DNA content in P. aeruginosa. 
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Figure 2-6: DAS4 mediated controlled protein degradation system. 
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Figure 2-7: Growth and maintenance of Sf9 cells. Representative images of 

Sf9 cells grown in adherent culture. Images were taken every 24 hours after 

initiating cell culture. Initially, cell debris can be seen (0 hours) and cells have a 

much lower density. After 48 hours, cells reach more than 80% confluency and 

remain as a monolayer. After 72 hours, cells start to form clumps and some cells 

begins to differentiate. Scale bar 20 μm. 
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Figure 2-8: Morphological changes following transfection of Sf9 cells with 

recombinant bacmid. Representative images of Sf9 cells following transfection 

with recombinant bacmid. Characteristic morphological changes can be seen 72 

hours post transection. Increased cell size, granular appearances inside cell, and 

uneven cell membranes can be seen after successful transfection. Scale bar 20 

μm. 
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Chapter 3: Chromosome segregation but not replication 

terminates at dif in Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

3.1  Introduction 

In this chapter we tested the hypothesis that chromosome segregation 

starts from the oriC locus and ends at dif. In doing so, we determined whether or 

not a strict coordination exists, between chromosome replication and 

segregation. For this purpose, we first determined chromosome segregation in 

the opportunistic human pathogen P. aeruginosa. The single chromosome of P. 

aeruginosa strain PAO1 is 6.3 Mbp long and contains 5,570 predicted ORFs. An 

interesting feature of PAO1 chromosome is the presence of an inversion between 

two ribosomal RNA operons (rrnA and rrnB) located in opposite chromosomal 

arms and separated by 2.2 Mbp [18]. As a consequence of this inversion, the 

origin of replication (oriC) and sister-chromosome resolution site (dif) are 

asymmetrically located (Figure 3-1). 
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Figure 3-1: Asymmetric orientation od PAO1 chromosome. The arrows 

indicate the recombination sites. As a consequence of this inversion, the dif site 

is located at an asymmetric position compared to the oriC.  

 To visualize different segments of the chromosome in live cells, we used 

the Fluorescence Repressor Operator System (FROS). In short, a cassette of 

140 tetO sequences was inserted at twelve different locations on PAO1 

chromosome (Figure 3-2 A). To visualize tagged segments of the chromosome, 

the pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP plasmid was introduced into those cells. Induction with 

0.05 mM IPTG led to the production of TetR-CFP chimera, which then binds to 

the tetO cassette. The location of the fluorescent focus was determined by 

observing live cells using a fluorescent microscope (Figure 3-2 B). These results 

were contrasted with the analysis of replication fork progression using marker 

frequency analysis of purified PAO1 genome. 
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Figure 3-2: Visualization of PAO1 chromosome. (A) A map of PAO1 genome 

with major chromosomal elements marked; tetO cassettes were inserted at the 

indicated locations on the chromosome indicated by numbers 1-12.  (B) 

Schematic representation of the FROS system used in this study. 

3.2 Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 chromosome is 

longitudinally oriented 

For the analysis of chromosome segregation, tetO tags were inserted at 

twelve locations of the chromosome. To minimize multiple rounds of replication, 

cells were grown in M9 minimal medium (pH 7.5) supplemented with 0.25% 

sodium citrate at 30 °C, and TetR-CFP expression was induced by the addition 

of 0.05 mM IPTG. At these conditions, the doubling time was 55 min, and at most 

one new round of replication was initiated (but did not progress far) prior to cell 

division. The cells were then deposited on a thin agarose pad and observed using 
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a fluorescent microscope. The subcellular localization of TetR foci was quantified 

using the spot finding software Nucleus, and the results were binned according 

to the cell length. 

We first determined the average location of each tagged locus in the newly 

born cells, i.e. those shorter than 2.1 μm. Such cells contain only one 

chromosome and, accordingly, most of them contained only one TetR-CFP 

cluster (Figure 3-3 C). The average location of each cluster within cell correlated 

with its genomic position. The oriC proximal cluster was found at the mid-cell, the 

dif-proximal cluster was found close to the cell pole, and the rest of the tagged 

loci were found in between. Notably, most of loci in the left arm are located in the 

mid-cell region (Figure 3-3 A, B). Thus, the PAO1 chromosome is longitudinally 

arranged within the cell with oriC and dif located at two extremes. This 

arrangement is similar to that found for PAO cells, which carry oriC and dif at 

diametrically opposite positions[149]. 

We then determined the location of oriC and dif throughout the cell cycle 

by monitoring their locations inside cells of different lengths.  In short cells, 

corresponding to early in the cell cycle, oriC was located in the mid-cell region 

and dif was located at the cell pole. As cells grew, and progressed through the 

cell cycle newly generated copies of oriC migrated to the quarter position and 

remained there until a second round of segregation took place. The dif loci 

migrated to the mid-cell and remained there until they segregate (Figure 3-3 C). 

While the majority of the cells had a single copy of dif, two copies of oriC were 

found. This suggest that oriC is the first locus to segregate and that dif segregates 
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last (Figure 3-3 D, E). In larger cells, the presence of four oriC loci but a single dif 

locus suggests that oriC undergoes a second round of segregation before the 

segregation of the entire chromosome is complete.  
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Figure 3-3. Sequential segregation of PAO1 chromosome. (A) Intracellular 

locations of chromosomal loci on the right arm. Bottom panel schematically 
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depicts these locations in a half-cell. (B) Intracellular locations of the 

chromosomal loci on the left arm. Bottom panel represents these locations in a 

half-cell. (C) Representative images of cells with tagged oriC- and dif- proximal 

loci. Scale bar is 1μm. (D) Distribution of oriC and (E) dif locations within a cell. 

For both panels, cells having one, two and four foci were binned according to the 

subcellular location of each locus.  

3.3 P. aeruginosa chromosome segregates from oriC to dif 

 We next analyzed the localization of the tagged chromosomal loci located 

within cells of varying cell length. Figure 3-4 A, B illustrates the percentage of two 

and where appropriate, four focus cells for a given length. In short cells, each 

chromosomal locus exists as a single focus. As the cells grow, they segregate, 

generating cells with two foci. A significantly high number of short cells contained 

two oriC foci, suggesting that in these cells, oriC has already segregated before 

the last cell division was complete. This idea is corroborated by the observation 

that the majority of large cells had four oriC foci.  

 The next locus to segregate after oriC were located at the 1 o’clock and 

11 o’clock positions on the chromosome. This is expected if chromosome 

segregation is bidirectional. The rest of the chromosomal loci segregated 

sequentially depending on their distance from oriC. Interestingly, the dif- proximal 

locus segregates only in long cells (>4 μm), after segregation of all the other loci. 

This implies that, in PAO1, segregation finishes at the dif site. Notably, in more 

than 20% of cells, dif remains as a single locus, even in long cells. This indicates 

that, in these cells, dif segregates simultaneously with cell division. To determine 
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if this defect was due to guillotinization of the chromosome at the dif site, we 

tested for the presence of this locus in several individual colonies by PCR. Our 

results indicate that all of them had a complete dif locus (data not shown). 

 Figure 3-4 C, D illustrates the average location and timing of segregation 

of the 12 tagged loci as binned according to the cell size. illustrates the average 

location and timing of segregation of all the 12 loci according to the cell size. oriC 

proximal locus is first to segregate. As the cells grew, each locus sequentially 

relocated towards the mid-cell, duplicated, and then the two sister loci migrated 

towards their new positions in the emerging daughter cells. This pattern is 

consistent with the observation that the replication machinery of P. aeruginosa is 

located at the mid-cell  [149], The locus closest to dif is the last one to segregate. 

After the analysis of the segregation pattern of the entire chromosome, it is clear 

that in PAO1 the chromosome segregates from oriC to dif.  

 This surprising finding is in direct contradiction with the segregation pattern 

reported for several model laboratory bacteria, where chromosome segregation 

ends at the terminus region, which was always found opposite to oriC. However, 

in these bacteria, the dif site is also located in the terminus region, flanked by Ter 

sites. Taken together, our results indicate that irrespective of its location, dif site 

is where chromosome segregation ends, and the pattern found in other bacteria 

may be a result of dif being present in the terminus region. 
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Figure 3-4: PAO1 chromosome segregates sequentially from oriC to dif. (A, 

B) Percentage of two- and four- focus cells in a given population of PAO1 cells. 

Proportions of cells were calculated for given cell length. The best fit line for each 

locus was derived by fitting the data in a sigmoid function and was plotted against 

corresponding cell length. (C, D) Average distance from mid-cell was calculated 

for each chromosomal locus and was plotted against corresponding cell length. 

Each line represents sub-cellular location of an indicated locus. Split point for 
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each locus was determined for the cell length, when 50% cells had two or when 

appropriate, four foci.  

3.4 PAO1 chromosome segregates discontinuously along the 

chromosomal arms 

Because of the asymmetric location of oriC and dif, the left arm of the 

PAO1 chromosome is 56% longer than the right arm. In spite of this size 

difference, segregation along both arms finishes at the same time. To gain insight 

into the coordination of segregation between the arms, we determined at what 

cell length, 50% of the population have two visible foci for each tagged locus. 

Comparing this information with respect to the genomic location of the 

corresponding locus provides a timeline at which each locus segregates. Figure 

3-5 A illustrates this difference in segregation pattern of the two chromosomal 

arms. While the shorter right arm maintains a continuous mode of segregation, 

the left arm segregates in discrete steps. 

Figure 3-5 B summarizes the synchronicity in segregation between the two 

chromosomal arms of P. aeruginosa. An interesting feature of the longer left arm 

is the presence of two distinct domains. Two large segments of the chromosome 

the first located between the 8 o’clock and 10 o’clock, and the second between 

the 6 o’clock and 7 o’clock, appear to segregate as two separate domains. These 

two chromosomal segments span 1 Mb and 0.5 Mb respectively, and resemble 

the macrodomains present in the E. coli chromosome. No such domains were 

previously described for the P. aeruginosa chromosome.  
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Figure 3-5: Chromosome segregates discontinuously along the arms. (A) 

Cell length at which 50% of cells had two visible foci was calculated for each 

chromosomal locus and then plotted against their genomic locations. Locations 

of oriC and dif were also indicated. (B) Synchronicity between two chromosomal 

arms. For each locus on the left arm, the cell length at with a single focus splits 

into two was calculated and their corresponding locus on the right arm was 

interpolated. The timing of the segregation of loci on the right arm are also 

indicated. 

3.5 Chromosome replication proceeds from origin to terminus 

Having found the asymmetric segregation pattern of the PAO1 

chromosome, we decided to elucidate the coordination between chromosome 

segregation and replication. To this end, we performed a high-throughput 

sequencing based marker frequency analysis of purified PAO1 genomes. This 

technique provides the copy number of each gene on the chromosome. Figure 

3-6 illustrates the replication fork progression in the PAO1 genome extracted from 

cells grown under slow growth condition (M9 minimal medium) as well as faster 
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growth condition (LB). Since replication starts at oriC, genes located close to this 

locus will have a higher copy number. As the replication fork proceeds, the copy 

number of genes decreases gradually, implying that replication proceeds 

consistently along the arms. Judging by the copy number of genes, in PAO1, 

replication ends at a location opposite to oriC. When grown in the faster growth 

condition, a second round of replication initiation takes place before the first-

round ends, thus producing four copies of the genes located close to oriC.  Our 

results suggest that in PAO1, replication ends opposite to oriC when two 

opposing replication forks collide. Comparison of replication and segregation also 

indicates that there is no obvious coordination between these two processes. 

Replication terminates at a location opposite to oriC, segregation ends at dif and 

these two locations are separated by 1Mbp.  
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Figure 3-6. Replication proceeds from oriC to terminus. Genomic DNA was 

isolated from cells grown in LB and M9 minimal medium. Copy number of each 

gene was determined after sequencing the entire genome. We modelled 

replication fork movement based on the assumption that genes behind replication 

fork will have two copies, whereas genes in front of the fork will have a single 

copy. Based on the cell size distribution we then postulated the velocity of fork 

movement and used it as a fit parameter.    

3.6 Chromosome segregation coincides with cell cycle 

To maintain genomic integrity during the cell cycle, proper coordination 

between chromosome dynamics and cell division is necessary. We explored the 

correlation between chromosome segregation and septum formation. The timing 

of septum formation was determined by the presence of cell-wall constriction in 

phase-contrast images of cells. Figure 3-7 indicates that segregation of the dif 

proximal loci coincides with septum formation. Segregation of the dif locus was 

monitored in cells grown in M9 minimal medium. At these conditions, the dif locus 

is relocated from the cell pole to the mid-cell region during septum formation and 

the segregation of dif happens only after the septum was formed. This result 

suggests that there is a coordination between the dynamics of the dif locus and 

cell division. However, how these two processes communicate with each other is 

unclear.  
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Figure 3-7: dif segregation coincides with septum formation in PAO1. 

Location of dif was determined by using spot sizing software nucleus. Septum 

formation was determined from phase contrast images by monitoring constriction 

in cell wall. Cells with visible dif locus was differentiated based on timing of 

septum formation.    
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Chapter 4: Elucidating contributions of the two condensins and 

ParABS to organization and segregation of the P. aeruginosa 

chromosome 

4.1 Introduction  

In this chapter we tested our second hypothesis, that condensins mediate 

global chromosome organization and facilitate proper chromosome segregation. 

Notably, in P. aeruginosa, two condensins from two different families are found: 

SMC-ScpAB and MksBEF. SMC and MksB also have opposite effects on cell 

physiology. SMC is required for planktonic growth, whereas MksB facilitates 

sessile growth. Interestingly, both these proteins are required for virulence in P. 

aeruginosa [17]. Recently Dr. Zhao found that both of these proteins form 

dynamic clusters within the cell (Figure 4-1) [158]. Their differential segregation 

pattern suggests that they have different modes of action in chromosome 

organization. However, their role in chromosome segregation is unclear. To 

determine the roles of each condensin in PAO1 chromosome segregation, we 

used a similar FROS based approach in strains deficient in condensins. We also 

elucidated the interaction between condensins and the chromosomal partitioning 

system (ParABS)  
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Figure 4-1: Segregation of SMC and MksB.  Localization of fluorescently 

tagged SMC and MksB was determined and plotted against cell length in poly-

lysine fixed P. aeruginosa cells. Figure was reproduced with permission from Dr. 

Zhao. 

4.2 Deletion of smc disperses genomic domains and 

accelerates chromosome segregation 

We first analyzed the segregation patterns of the chromosome in the Δsmc 

strain of PAO1. Figure 4-2B suggests that the chromosome in a Δsmc strain 

retains the longitudinal organization. Both chromosomal domains are dispersed 

in this mutant. Interestingly, segregation of dif proximal region is accelerated in 

Δsmc strain. In this mutant, a chromosomal locus located opposite to oriC 

segregated at the end of the segregation cycle. Similar to the dif site, bulk of the 

chromosome was also segregated sooner in Δsmc strain.  

To help interpret this data we need to recall that the biochemical activity 

of SMC is to bridge distant segments of DNA. In this light, deletion of SMC should 
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decrease the overall compactness of DNA at locations where it is recruited to. 

The finding that in Δsmc cells chromosomal domains are dispersed is consistent 

with this activity and suggests that SMC was indeed recruited on those sites. The 

early segregation of dif, however, is not consistent with this straight-forward view. 

We propose, that SMC maintains delayed segregation of dif by tethering this 

locus. 

4.3 Deletion of mksB delays chromosome segregation and 

also disperses genomic domains 

To determine the segregation pattern of chromosomes within the ΔmksB 

mutant, we analyzed the localization of twelve chromosomal loci distributed on 

both arms. Similar to the parental strain, the chromosome of ΔmksB segregated 

sequentially from oriC to dif (Figure 4-2 F), suggesting that the longitudinal 

chromosome arrangement is maintained in ΔmksB cells. Comparison of 

chromosome segregation between the parental strain and ΔmksB cells revealed 

a delay in segregation of the entire chromosome with the exception of oriC, which 

segregated earlier. Both chromosomal domains were also dispersed in ΔmksB 

cells (Figure 4-2E). Surprisingly, deletion of MksB resulted in a major segregation 

defect at the dif. In ΔmksB cells the dif site was always observed as a single 

focus, even in longer cells. No cells without a dif focus was observed either. This 

suggest, in ΔmksB cells, segregation of the dif site happens simultaneously with 

cell division. These data suggest that MksB is also required for compaction of the 

entire chromosome. 
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Figure 4-2: Condensins are required for proper chromosome segregation 

pattern. (A, C and E) shows the cell length at which a particular chromosomal 

locus split into two daughter loci.  (B, D and F) shows the synchronized 

segregation between the two chromosomal arms in wild type, ΔmksB and ΔSMC 

mutants respectively.  
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4.4 Deletion of mksB, but not smc, promotes recombination 

between ribosomal RNA (rrn) sites located on opposite arms 

Next, we determined the replication fork movement in the ΔmksB and 

Δsmc mutants.  Unexpectedly, we found an inversion between two ribosomal 

RNA operons rrnA and rrnB in the chromosome of the ΔmksB mutant. In the 

parental strain, these two operons are located on opposite chromosomal arms, 

oriented in opposite direction, and separated by 2.2 Mbp. To confirm this 

inversion, in the ΔmksB mutant, we designed two sets of primers (BB321/BB510 

flanking rrnA and BB323/BB324 flanking rrnB) (Figure 4-3 A). Successful PCR 

amplification using these sets of primers is possible only if there is no inversion 

on the chromosome. To check for inversion between rrnA and rrnB, we used 

primer sets BB321/ BB323 and BB510/BB324 (Figure 4-3 B). These primer sets 

will generate product only if the chromosome acquires an inversion between rrnA 

and rrnB. Purified genomic DNA from four independent clones of wild type, 

ΔmksB and Δsmc were tested by PCR. Figure 4-3 C, D illustrates the PCR 

products obtained, from each strain, by using the primer sets mentioned above. 

All four ΔmksB strains tested positive for inversion between rrnA and rrnB, 

whereas, both wild type and Δsmc strains tested negative. This result indicates 

that MksB is required to prevent this inversion. How MksB prevents this re-

organization is unclear. One possibility is that MksB organizes both chromosomal 

arms, thus preventing random collision between them.  As a consequence of this 

inversion, the chromosome of ΔmksB, cells is symmetric, with dif site located 

diametrically opposite from oriC.  
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Figure 4-3: MksB prevents recombination between opposite arms. (A) 

shows the chromosomal map of PAO1 wild type stran and (B) ΔmksB strain, the 

primer used to determine inversion are also mentioned. (C, D) Agarose gel 

showing amplified PCR products in wild type, ΔmksB and Δsmc strains. Primers 

used to determine inversion between rrnA and rrnB are also indicated. 

4.5 SMC but not MksB colocalizes with oriC 

The results from previous sections suggest that MksB and SMC control 

different aspects of chromosome segregation. This can be achieved by 

interacting with different regions on the chromosome. To test this idea, we 

determined the localization of MksB and SMC on the chromosome. To observe 

the location of these proteins with respect to oriC, we replaced the endogenous 
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copy of SMC and MksB with their GFP tagged versions. oriC locus was observed 

by inserting tetO repeats in this locus and expressing the TetR-mCherry chimera 

from an IPTG inducible promoter.  Finally, both these fluorophores were observed 

consecutively inside a single cell using fluorescent microscopy. 

 Figure 4-4 A, B shows that SMC but not MksB, colocalizes with the oriC 

locus. To confirm that this localization pattern is representative for the entire 

population of cells, we observed localization of MksB and SMC in many cells 

(n>100). Quantification of their average location and intensity was performed by 

Dr. Rybenkov using MATLAB. Figure 4-4 C shows the distance between the 

MksB-GFP focus and oriC. Distance of these proteins from mid-cell was also 

calculated. oriC proximal locus was located at the cell quarters whereas MksB 

occupied the mid-cell positions. No overlap between these two fluorophores were 

found. Figure 4-4 E shows the location of peak intensities of both fluorophores 

inside cell. Majority of the MKsB protein did not overlap with oriC locus. These 

results suggest that MksB does not bind to the oriC locus. Similar analysis 

involving SMC-GFP and oriC shows that SMC proteins co-localize with oriC at 

the quarter positions. (Figure 4-4 D, F). These results indicate that MksB and 
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SMC proteins bind to different regions on the chromosome.

 

Figure 4-4: SMC but not MksB colocalizes with oriC. (A) Representative 

images of MksB-GFP, and SMC-GFP (B). oriC locus was tagged with tetO 

repeats and visualized by observing TetR-mCherry, expressed from pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry plasmid. (C) Distance between MksB foci and oriC foci and their 

subcellular location was determined using MATLAB. Similar analysis was 

performed for SMC (C). (E, F) Relative intensity of MksB-GFP, SMC-GFP and 
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mCherry tagged oriC was determined and their location inside cell was 

determined using MATLAB.   

4.6 SMC and MksB cumulatively delay segregation of oriC but 

do not impair its positioning 

To determine the role of condensins in the origin segregation, we analyzed 

the intracellular localization of oriC in wild type, ΔmksB, Δsmc, and ΔmksB Δsmc 

cells. Figure 4-5 indicates that neither SMC nor MksB have any significant 

influence on the proper positioning of the newly replicated oriC loci because in all 

cases, newly replicated oriCs were migrated towards the quarter positions. 

Interestingly, no obvious defects in oriC positioning were observed in ΔmksB 

Δsmc mutant either. Similar to the parental strain, the newly replicated copies of 

oriC migrated to the quarter positions in all three mutants. Interestingly, deletion 

of condensins accelerated the timing of oriC segregation. While oriC in the 

ΔmksB mutant segregates earlier than the wild type strain, segregation in the 

Δsmc mutant happened even earlier. oriC in ΔmksB Δsmc was the earliest one 

to segregate among all four tested strains.  

These results reveal that condensins play a major role in proper timing of 

oriC segregation. It supports our earlier conclusion that both SMC and MksB 

participate in chromosome compaction. Condensed chromosomes are expected 

to move as a whole. Therefore, pulling condensed chromosomes will engage 

bigger mass than for decondensed chromosomes. This supports our previous 
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conclusion that condensins are required for the compaction of bulk of the 

chromosome. 

 

Figure 4-5: Condensins are required for proper timing of oriC segregation. 

Average location of oriC was plotted against cell-length for wild type (red), ΔmksB 

(green), Δsmc (magenta) and Δmksb Δsmc (maroon) mutants.  

4.7 Deletion of parB impairs proper oriC positioning 

In bacteria, three major forces are postulated to drive chromosome segregation. 

The first one is condensins. Surprisingly, we found that in P. aeruginosa, 

condensins are not required for chromosome segregation. The second force that 

plays a vital role in chromosome segregation is the ParABS system. To determine 

the influence of ParABS system in oriC segregation, we analyzed localization of 

oriC locus in ΔparB mutants.  

Figure 4-6 A, left panel summarizes the segregation pattern of oriC locus 

in praB mutant cells. Interestingly, oriC was able to segregate without the help of 
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the parB partitioning system, although positioning of newly replicated oriC was 

greatly affected. After segregation, one of the two newly replicated foci remained 

in a fixed position close to mid-cell, whereas the other focus occupied the quarter 

position. An abnormally higher proportion of cells carrying three oriC loci has also 

been observed Figure 4-6 A, right panel. 

To understand the dynamics of oriC segregation in ΔparB cells, we 

monitored the movements of the oriC locus inside a single cell for an extended 

period of time. Figure 4-6 B - D displays the movement of the oriC locus in two 

representative cell types. The results from this time-lapse experiment are 

summarized in Figure 4-7. We found that depending on the location at the 

beginning of the segregation cycle, oriC takes one of the two possible paths of 

segregation.  

In the first population of cells, oriC occupies the mid-cell region and 

undergoes replication in that region (Figure 4-6 B, D). One of the two newly 

replicated copies of oriC then migrates towards the old-pole and remains close 

to this pole, whereas the second copy occupies the quarte position. At this point 

in time, a second round of segregation takes place. Interestingly, oriC located 

close to the old cell-pole is always first to segregate, generating cells with three 

oriC loci. In these cells, one oriC copy remains close to the old pole, the second 

one moves towards the mid-cell and the third copy occupies the quarter position 

in the other cell-half. Finally, oriC located at the quarter position segregates, 

generating cells carrying four copies of oriC.  
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In the second population of cells, a single oriC focus can be found at the 

old-cell pole (Figure 4-6 C). As cells grow, this locus gets duplicated generating 

two copies of oriC. Notably, this duplication happens close to the cell quarters 

instead of mid-cell. Following duplication, one of the two oriC copies remains 

close to the cell-pole whereas the other copy migrates towards the quarter 

position of the opposite cell-half.  

As a consequence of this asymmetric segregation of oriC a positioning 

defect can also be observed in cells with four copies of oriC. In these cells, two 

copies of oriC remain close to the opposite cell poles and the other two copies 

remain close to the mid-cell. Cell division can take place during an intermediate 

time in this segregation cycle, generating cells with either one or two oriC copies. 

Altogether, our results suggest that ParABS system is also not required for 

chromosome segregation. However, this system is required for proper positioning 

of chromosome. 
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Figure 4-6: ParB is required for proper positioning of oriC. (A) Left panel 

presents the relative location of each focus in one- (green), two- (red), three- 
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(black) and four- (magenta) focus cells. Position of each locus was determined 

from mid-cell. Right panel presents the number of cells and their relative 

positions. (B) oriC segregation in ΔparB mutant. Images represent location of 

oriC in every five-minute interval. Arrow indicates earlier segregation of pole 

proximal oriC. (C) oriC also separates at the cell pole in ΔparB cells. After 

separation one of the two copies migrate to the opposite cell pole. Arrows indicate 

separation of oriC locus at the cell pole (5 min) and at the cell quarter (50 min). 

(D) in two focus cells, oriC located close to the cell-pole segregates earlier (25 

min) than the other located at the cell quarter (45 min). Arrows indicate separation 

of oriC locus.  

Figure 4-7: Schematic representation of oriC segregation in ΔparB mutant. 
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4.8 Condensins are synthetically lethal with ParB 

Having found that neither condensins nor ParB is required for oriC 

segregation, we tried to determine the possibility of any other force behind 

chromosome segregation.  To test this idea, we tried to knock out all three genes 

using the conventional allele replacement method. Interestingly, cells lacking all 

three genes were not viable. This mortality can arise due to lethality caused by 

deletion of both condensin and ParB together, or due to inefficient recombination 

while creating the mutant. To test this, we used a modified knock out approach.  

To this end, we first deleted smc and parB from PAO1 and then went on 

to delete mksB using pEX-ΔmksB suicide vector. We first constructed a 

merodiploid mutant where a functional mksB gene is present. A second round of 

recombination would result in the deletion of mksB, and at the same time would 

confer a resistance to gentamicin. During this recombination, this merodeploid 

mutant can also undergo a reversion bringing back the wild type mksB gene. Four 

different mksB merodiploids were spotted on a LB plate supplemented with 

sucrose and gentamicin. All four merodiploids were also plated on a LB plate 

supplemented with sucrose without gentamicin. If forward recombination take 

place cells will retain gentamicin resistance and will grow on gentamicin plate.  

On the other hand, cells from both forward and reverse recombination will grow 

on plates lacking gentamicin. Figure 4-8A illustrates that colony formation was 

only possible when reversion happened. The same result was found when we 

repeated this experiment in a different order, when we tried to remove smc from 

ΔparB ΔmksB strain (Figure 4-8B). As a control, we removed an unrelated operon 
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MexGHID from both ΔparB Δsmc and ΔparB ΔmksB mutants, in both controls 

cells were viable suggesting the lethality is caused by the deletion of all three 

proteins.  

To confirm our result, we determined cell viability using a second viability 

assay. In this assay, we used the bacterial degron system to degrade SMC and 

MksB proteins in ΔparB cells. The degron system recognizes proteins with a 

DAS4 tag attached to their C-terminus and degrades them via a ClpXP mediated 

degradation system.  

For the controlled degradation of MksB, the endogenous sspB gene was 

first removed from ΔparB mutant cells. The endogenous copy of mksB gene was 

then replaced with its DAS4 tagged version in ΔparB ΔsspB cells. Figure 4-8 C, 

top panel illustrates that the expression level of this DAS4 tagged MksB was 

similar to the parental strain. Upon the introduction of an SspB expression 

plasmid, the DAS4 tagged MksB was completely degraded (Figure 4-8 C, top 

panel). But, no degradation was observed when an empty plasmid was 

introduced in this strain. The same result was obtained when we replaced SMC 

with its DAS4 tagged copy in ΔparB ΔsspB cells, where, introduction of SspB 

expression plasmid led to the complete degradation of DAS4 tagged SMC (Figure 

4-8 C, bottom panel). Finally, we replaced both MksB and SMC with their DAS4 

tagged copy in ΔparB ΔsspB cells. Both SspB expression plasmid and an empty 

plasmid were introduced in this strain via electroporation. After an incubation of 

60 minutes at 37 °C, electroporated cells were spotted on an LB-agar plate 

supplemented with 30 μg/mL gentamicin. Figure 4-7 D, indicates that cells 
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carrying SspB expression plasmid did not survive whereas, cells harboring the 

empty plasmid grew normally. Taken together, these results suggest that, 

although SMC, MksB and ParB play different roles in chromosome biology, at 

least one of them is necessary for cell survival.   
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Figure 4-8: Condensins are synthetically lethal with ParB. (A) Top panel, four 

mksB merodiploid mutants were spotted on LB plate supplemented with 15% 

sucrose. Bottom panel, same four mutants were spotted on LB plate 

supplemented with 15% sucrose and gentamicin (15 μg/mL). (B) Top panel, four 

smc merodiploid mutants were spotted on LB plate supplemented with 15% 

sucrose. Bottom panel, same four mutants were spotted on LB plate 

supplemented with 15% sucrose and gentamicin (15 μg/mL). (C) Controlled 

degradation of MksB-DAS4 proteins and SMC-DAS4 proteins upon introduction 

of SspB expression plasmid. (D) SspB expression plasmid was introduced into 

ΔparB ΔsspB mutants carrying DAS4 tagged MksB and SMC. Cells were then 

spotted on LB plates supplemented with gentamicin (30 μg/mL) and IPTG (0.1%). 

As a control cells carrying an empty vector was also spotted on the same plate. 
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Chapter 5: Expression of recombinant human SMC2/4 protein 

using Baculovirus expression system  

5.1  Introduction  

Our investigation of bacterial condensins revealed that these proteins play 

a vital role in chromosome segregation. To understand how condensins influence 

chromosome segregation in eukaryotes, we decided to study the human 

condensins. A gap in our current understanding about condensin activity in 

eukaryotes is that it is still unclear whether they physically bind DNA or 

topologically entrap them. To determine the activity and mechanism of a human 

condensin, we started by expressing and purifying one of them. Much like 

bacteria, the activity of eukaryotic condensins is expected to be dictated by their 

SMC subunits. Therefore, we first started out to express the SMC subunits of 

human condensins: SMC2 and SMC4. 

To express these proteins, we choose the Baculovirus expression system.  

Baculovirus expression system is one of the most widely used systems for 

expressing heterologous genes. This system works by infecting cultured insect 

cell lines with recombinant Baculovirus particles. In the late phase of infection, 

heterologous genes are expressed from a strong late-phase promoter. Using this 

system, a high level of recombinant gene expression can be achieved at the 

expense of host protein synthesis, which is diminished following infection. Being 

nonpathogenic to mammals and plants and having a restricted host range, 

Baculovirus can be used under a BSL-2 environment. In this chapter, we describe 
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the use of pFast Bac-to-Bac™ Baculovirus expression system to express human 

SMC subunits.  

The Backbone of this system is the pFastBac™Dual plasmid 

(ThermoFisher Scientific). This bi-cistronic plasmid, can express two different 

genes simultaneously. Expression of the genes are controlled by two strong, late-

stage promoters: a polyhedrin promoter (PPH) and a p10 protein promoter (PP10). 

5.2  Expression and purification of SMC2 subunit 

To express SMC2 protein, pFastBacDual_SMC2_His_pH plasmid was 

used. To check promoter efficiency of both PH and P10 promoters, this tagged 

SMC2 protein was expressed under the control of the P10 promoter as well. Sf9 

cells in mid-log phase were infected with recombinant bacmids and 72 hours post 

infection cells were collected and lysed. Proteins were purified by binding with 

MagneHis NI particle (Promega) and eluted with imidazole. The concentration of 

purified proteins were measured using a Bradford assay comparing against 

standard BSA concentrations. Approximately 8 μg of purified protein were 

isolated from 8X106 cells. Figure 5-1 shows the plasmid maps used and 

corresponding SDS-PAGE analysis illustrates that both promoters behaves in a 

similar manner and SMC2 proteins are expressed in similar quantity. 

5.3  DNA binding activity of SMC2 protein 

To determine the DNA binding activity of purified SMC2 proteins, 

electrophoretic mobility shift assay was performed. In short, 10 ng of pBR322 

plasmid DNA was mixed with an indicated amount of SMC2 proteins. the mixture 
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was incubated at 37 °C for 30 minutes, and the reaction was quenched by placing 

the tube on ice. The resulting mixture was then analyzed by gel electrophoresis 

through a 0.7% agarose gel in 89 mM Tris borate, pH 8.3, for 12 hours at 4 V/cm 

at 4 °C. To visualize DNA, the gel was stained with SYBR Gold Nucleic Acid Gel 

Stain (Invitrogen). Figure 5-2 illustrates DNA binding activity of SMC2 proteins. 

the protein-DNA complex migrated slowly through the gel, owing to its high 

molecular weight. As the protein concentration was increased, the mobility of the 

complex decreased. Discrete DNA bands observed at lower protein 

concentrations indicate that several proteins were bound to the same DNA 

molecule thus generating a complex with a different mobility. A similar gel shift 

pattern was previously reported for bacterial condensins [12, 159]. This result 

indicates that SMC2 protein, by itself, can bind to DNA. A sigmoidal pattern in 

gel-shift suggests that SMC2 binds DNA in a co-operative manner. 

5.4  Expression and purification of SMC4 subunit 

Several attempts were made to express SMC4 using the Baculovirus 

system. Recombinant bacmid generated from plasmid pFastBacDual- SMC4-C-

His-pH was used to infect Sf9 cells and cells were collected every 24 hours and 

lysed. Clarified lysate was purified using MagneHis Ni particles. Protein 

expression was analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by silver staining. No protein 

expression was detected (Figure 5-3).  

To test if simultaneous expression of both SMC subunits stabilizes the 

SMC4 protein, we used the recombinant bacmid generated from the plasmid 

pFastBacDual-SMC2-His(pH)-SMC4 (p10) to infect Sf9 cells. This plasmid 
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should express His tagged SMC2 from PH promoter and SMC4 from p10 

promoter. Infected Sf9 cells were collected after 72 hours and lysed. Clarified 

lysate was purified using MagneHis Ni particles. protein expression was analyzed 

by SDS-PAGE followed by silver staining. SMC2_His protein was expressed and 

eluted at 300 mM imidazole concentration. No SMC4 was co-purified with SMC2 

(Figure 5-4). 

Expression of SMC2 from pH promoter was successful. Therefore, we 

tested whether or not this promoter will help expressing SMC4. For this purpose, 

recombinant bacmid was generated from pFastBacDual-SMC2(p10)-SMC4-

HIS(pH) plasmid. This plasmid should express SMC2 from p10 promoter and His 

tagged SMC4 from PH promoter. Infected Sf9 cells were collected after 72 hours 

and lysed. Clarified lysate was purified using MagneHis Ni particles. Protein 

expression was analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by silver staining. As the tag 

was on SMC4 protein, no protein was detected after staining (Figure 5-5). 

To test if co-infection of two different virus particles, each harboring a 

single smc gene, will help to express these proteins, we transfected Sf9 with 

recombinant bacmid generated from pFastBacDual-SMC4-C-His-pH plasmid 

and pFastBacDual-SMC2-pH plasmid or pFastBacDual-SMC2-C-His-pH and 

pFastBacDual-SMC4-pH was attempted. SMC2 was expressed in both cases, 

but SMC4 was never been detected (Figure 5-6).  

Finally, we wanted to express SMC4 by replacing His-tag with either Strep 

tag or Maltose binding protein (MBP) tag. MBP tag often help to solubilize 

insoluble proteins.  pFastBacDual-SMC4-TEV-STREP-pH plasmid was used to 
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infect Sf9 cells and 72 hours post-infection cells were lysed and loaded on 

StrepTactin™ resin (GE Healthcare Cat # 28-9355-99). The protein was eluted 

with 2.5 mM desthiobiotin. To purify the protein using an MBP tag, pFastBacDual-

SMC4-His-MBP-pH plasmid was used to generate a bacmid. Virus particles were 

then used to infect S9 cells. 73 hours post-infection, cells were harvested, lysed 

and loaded on amylose resin (New England Biolabs, Cat# E8021S). Bound 

proteins were eluted using 10 mM maltose. Judging from the SDS_PAGE gels, 

no proteins were expressed using either construct (Figure 5-7).  
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Figure 5-1: Plasmid maps and purification of SMC2 protein. SMC2 proteins 

can be expressed from either PH or P10 promoter. Similar amount of protein (~ 

8μg from 8X106 cells) was eluted from both experiments. 
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Figure 5-2: Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay of purified SMC2 protein. 

Increasing amount of SMC2 was incubated with 10 ng of pBR322 plasmid for 30 

minutes at 37 °C, reaction was quenched and mixture was resolved by agarose 

gel electrophoresis. DNA was visualized by SYBR™ Gold Nucleic Acid Gel Stain. 

Amount of SMC2 used in this assay is shown for each lane as DNA: protein molar 

ratio. Reaction was performed in reaction buffer containing 20 mM Tris-Cl (pH- 

7.9), 200 mM sodium chloride, 1 mM DTT and 2 mM magnesium chloride. 
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Figure 5-3: Expression of SMC4 at different interval post-transfection. 

Infected cells were collected after 24, 48 and 72 hours post-transfection and 

loaded on MagneHis Ni particles. Imidazole concentration in elution buffer is 

mentioned over each lane. predicted location of SMC4 are indicated. 
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Figure 5-4: Co-expression of SMC2-His and SMC4 Cells were infected with 

virus particle carrying SMC2-His(pH) and SMC4 (p10) together. Purification was 

performed as described earlier. * indicates purified SMC2-His and ** indicates 

predicted location of purified SMC4.  

  

Figure 5-5: Co-expression of SMC2 and SMC4-His.  Cells were infected with 

virus particle carrying SMC4-His(pH) and SMC2 (10) together. Purification was 
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performed as described earlier. * indicates purified SMC2-His and ** indicates 

predicted location of purified SMC4.  

 

Figure 5-6: Expression of SMC2 and SMC4 followed by co-infection. Single 

Sf9 culture was co-infected by different viral particles carrying SMC2 and SMC4 

gene. Purification was performed as described earlier. * indicates purified SMC2 

protein and ** indicates predicted location of SMC4. 
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Figure 5-7: Expression of SMC4-STREP and SMC4-MBP. Sf9 cells were 

infected with virus carrying Strep or MBP tagged smc4 genes and purified by 

using Sterp-Tactin resin or amylose resin respectively. ** indicates predicted 

location of SMC4 protein.  

SMC4-Strep SMC4-MBP 
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Chapter 6: Discussion 

Proper chromosome organization and faithful segregation are one of life’s 

most fundamental biological processes. In bacteria, several systems are 

dedicated to these particular processes. Small Nucleoid Associated Proteins 

provide local structure to DNA by binding, bending and wrapping the long DNA 

strands. For global organization of the chromosome, condensins play a vital role. 

The ability of these proteins to bridge distant segments of DNA, allows them to 

form and stabilize giant DNA loops. Although, these proteins bind DNA in a non-

specific manner, they are often visible as clusters, localized close to origin.  

The second major system, directly involved in chromosome segregation is 

the ParABS system. ParB proteins binds to a centromere-like parS sequence 

located close to the origin. The motor protein ParA then actively separates the 

ParB-parS nucleoprotein complex, thus generating the force behind segregation 

of the origins. Interestingly, in several bacteria including B. subtilis, ParB is 

required to load SMC onto the chromosome suggesting that chromosome 

organization is linked to segregation. Although quite widespread, several 

bacterial species including E. coli lack a functional ParABS system or its 

homologue. This suggest that in E. coli, condensins mediated chromosome 

organization and its interaction with ParC play a vital role in chromosome 

segregation. 

In this study, we determined the role of condensins and ParB in 

maintaining proper chromosome structure and segregation in P. aeruginosa. 

Notably, in P. aeruginosa, two different families of condensins can be found: 
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MksBEF and SMC-ScpAB. To determine their role in chromosome segregation, 

we first determined the chromosomal segregation pattern in wild type PAO1. Our 

results suggest that the PAO1 chromosome is longitudinally organized between 

oriC and dif. Both chromosomal arms run in parallel between oriC and dif. 

Notably, each locus on the chromosome occupies a specific position inside the 

cell and this pattern is recuperated after segregation. How this pattern is 

maintained is still unclear.  Surprisingly, condensins are not required to maintain 

this orientation.  

In newly born PAO1 cells, oriC occupies a position close to mid-cell. After 

segregation, newly formed oriC loci migrate readily towards the quarter positions 

and remain there for the rest of the cell cycle. Following cell division, these quarter 

positions form the middle of the daughter cells. This might suggest that oriC locus 

is tethered to the mid-cell region. In Corynebacterium glutamicum, the ParB-parS 

complex tethers oriC to cell poles [160]. Interestingly, in PAO1, deletion of parB 

affects positioning of one of the two newly replicated oriCs. In this mutant, oriC is 

located close to the old cell-pole and occupies the quarter position, whereas the 

other oriC remained stuck to the mid-cell. Interestingly, condensins are not 

required for the proper positioning of oriC. Deletion of condensins leads to an 

earlier segregation of oriC. This may indicate that after replication, condensins 

may hold newly replicated oriC together.  

In PAO1, dif is the last to segregate. This locus occupies the new cell-pole 

in short cells and migrates to mid-cell before segregation. A fixed location of dif 

at the cell pole suggests the presence of another tethering in this locus. 
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Interestingly, dif in Δsmc mutant lacks its characteristic segregation pattern. This 

indicates that SMC tether the dif locus and allows it to segregate last. This role 

of SMC in organizing dif is unique and has not been observed before in any other 

organism.  

An interesting feature of the PAO1 chromosome is its asymmetric 

organization as related to oriC and dif. As a result of this, the chromosomal left 

arm is 56% longer than the right arm. In spite of this discrepancy, segregation 

along both arms finishes at the same time. The presence of domains in the longer 

arm may help in maintaining a co-ordination between arms by allowing large 

segments of the chromosome to segregate together. Interestingly, both 

condensins are required to maintain these domains. 

 Deletion of condensins also affects segregation of the entire 

chromosome. Deletion of MksB resulted in delaying the segregation of the entire 

chromosome, whereas, deletion of SMC accelerated segregation. Different roles 

of condensins in chromosome segregation can be attributed to their different 

localization pattern. Our results demonstrate that while SMC co-localizes with the 

oriC locus, MksB forms clusters at a distal location on chromosome. This may 

also indicate that these two condensins play opposite role in global chromosome 

organization, where MksB promotes condensation of the chromosome, SMC 

causes relaxation. These results suggest that MksB and SMC play separate roles 

in global chromosome organization, as well as in chromosome segregation. 

Another well-known aspect of bacterial chromosome dynamics is the 

concurrent nature of replication and segregation. In E. coli, both replication and 
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segregation initiate from oriC, progress bidirectionally and end at the terminus. 

The Ter-Tus system located in this region prevents over-replication. However, it 

is still unknown how chromosome segregation ends in this region. Our results 

indicate that, in the PAO1 chromosome, segregation ends at the dif site, while 

replication ends at a location opposite to the origin. This asymmetric pattern 

suggests that there is no obvious coordination between replication and 

segregation. Notably, in E. coli, dif is also located at the terminus region, 

suggesting a common role of dif during chromosome segregation.   

Finally, we uncovered a novel correlation between condensin mediated 

global chromosome organization and chromosome partitioning. Cells lacking 

MksB, SMC and ParB failed to survive. To determine that this lethality is due to 

the absence of all three proteins, we used two different cell viability assays. Using 

a recombination based cell viability assay and a degron mediated degradation of 

condensins, we showed that at least one of these three proteins is required for 

cell viability. According to the entropic model of chromosome segregation, newly 

replicated chromosomes can separate themselves by virtue of their intrinsic 

polymeric properties. Strikingly, our results suggest that entropy is not sufficient 

for cell viability in the absence of condensin and ParB. This lethality may be 

caused by the impairment of oriC segregation in the absence of both condensins 

and ParB 

Similar to prokaryotes, condensins play vital a role in proper chromosome 

organization and segregation in eukaryotic cells. In higher eukaryotes, two 

different isoforms of condensins are found: condensin I and condensin II. Both 
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condensins share the same SMC proteins SMC2 and SMC4. Understanding the 

biochemical activity of eukaryotic condensin will shed light as to their activity 

within the cell. We expressed full-length human SMC2 protein using a eukaryotic 

expression system. This protein can bind DNA in vitro, suggesting that the DNA 

binding activity of condensins lies in its head domain. Failure to express SMC4 

suggest that interaction with SMC2 is not sufficient for the stability of SMC4. 
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Table 1. List of plasmids used in studying P. aeruginosa chromosome 

segregation  

Plasmids Description Source or 
reference 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-0069 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA0069 [149] 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-0981 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA0981 [149] 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-2258 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA2258 [149] 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-3573 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA3573 [149] 

pP30D-FRT-
parST1-0069 

For inserting parSpMT1 sequence at PA3573 [149] 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-2910 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA2910 This study 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-4457 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA4457 This study 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-0460 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA0460 This study 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-5099 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA5099 This study 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-3267 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA3267 This study 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-1905 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA1905 This study 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-0716 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA0716 This study 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-1436 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA1436 This study 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-1673 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA1673 This study 

pP30D-FRT-
TetO-3035 

For inserting tetO repeats at PA3035 This study 

pPSV35Ap-TetR-
CFP-yGFP-
ParBT1 

Expressing TetR-CFP and GFP-ParBT1 chimera [149] 

pPSV35Ap-TetR-
CFP 

Expressing TetR-CFP chimera This study 

pPSV35Ap-TetR-
mCherry 

Expressing TetR-mCherry chimera This study 

pFLP2 Site-specific excision vector [161] 
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pEX-∆smc SMC deletion plasmid [17] 

pEX-∆mksB MksB deletion plasmid [17] 

pEXG2 Scarless deletion plasmid [149] 

pEXG2-ΔparB ParB deletion plasmid This study 

pEX18AP-smc-
DAS4 

ClpXP mediated Degradation of SMC protein This study 

pEX18AP-mksB-
Das4 

ClpXP mediated Degradation of MksB protein This study 

pPSPK-sspB IPTG inducible sspB expression plasmid. [162] 

pEXG2-sspB sspB deletion plasmid [162] 

pPSPK Derived from pPSV37 [162] 

pEX18AP Deletion plasmid [161] 

 

 

Table 2. List of strains used in studying P. aeruginosa chromosome 

segregation 

Strain Relevant genotype or description Source or 

reference 

SM10 (λ pir) thi thr leu tonA lacY supE recA::RP4-2-Tc::Mu Km 

λpir 

[161] 

DH5α supE44 DlacU169 hsdR17 recA1 endA1 gyrA96 

thi-1 relA1 

Novagen 

PAO1-LAC lacIq+ delta(lacZ)M15+ tetA+ tetR+ ATCC 47085 

BKB143 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc [17] 

BKB144 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB [17] 

BKB156 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc ΔmksB [17] 

BKB295 PAO1-LAC-ΔparB This study 

BKB158 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA0069 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 
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BKB242 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA0460 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB259 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA0716 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB139 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA00981 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB270 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA1436 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB253 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA1905 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB140 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA2258 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB216 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA2910 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB291 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA3035 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB237 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA3267 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB217 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA4457 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB278 PAO1-LAC-tetO-PA5099 + pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP This study 

BKB170 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA0069 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB243 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA0460 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB260 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA0716 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB175 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA0981 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB271 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA1436 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB286 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA1673 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB250 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA1905 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study  

BKB174 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA2258 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB212 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA2910 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 
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BKB287 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA3035 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB238 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA3267 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB171 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA3573 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB213 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA4457 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB279 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB-tetO-PA5099 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-CFP 

This study 

BKB326 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA0069 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB336 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA0460 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB328 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA0716 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB329 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA0981 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB337 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA1436 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB338 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA1905 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB315 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA2258 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB314 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA2910 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB320 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA3267 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB321 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA3573 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB312 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA4457 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB339 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc-tetO-PA5099 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB172 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB Δsmc -tetO-PA0069 + 

pPSV35Ap-TetR-CFP 

This study 
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BKB332 PAO1-LAC-ΔparB-tetO-PA0069 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB080 PAO1-LAC-smc-gfp This study 

BKB147 PAO1-LAC-mksB-gfp This study 

BKB191 PAO1-LAC-smc-gfp- ΔmksB This study 

BKB220 PAO1-LAC-mksB-gfp-tetO-PA0069 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB228 PAO1-LAC-mksB-gfp- ΔparB This study 

BKB229 PAO1-LAC-smc-gfp- ΔparB This study 

BKB274 PAO1-LAC-smc-gfp-tetO-PA0069 + pPSV35Ap-

TetR-mCherry 

This study 

BKB302 PAO1-LAC-Δsmc- ΔparB This study 

BKB308 PAO1-LAC-ΔmksB- ΔparB This study  

BKB324 PA01-LAC-parST1-PA4457-tetO-PA1436 + 

pTetR-CFP-ParBT1-mCherry 

This study 

BKB335 PAO1-LAC-mksB-gfp- Δsmc This study 

BKB348 PAO1-LAC-∆sspB-∆smc-∆parB This study  

BKB353 PA01-LAC-parST1-PA3267-tetO-PA1905 + 

pTetR-CFP-ParBT1-mCherry 

This study 

BKB366 PA01-LAC-∆smc∆parBΔsspB-∆mksB-C1 

(merodeploid) 

This study 

BKB369 PA01-LAC-∆smc∆parBΔsspB-∆mksB-C2 

(merodeploid) 

This study 

BKB370 PA01-LAC-∆smc∆parBΔsspB-∆mksB-C3 

(merodeploid) 

This study 

BKB371 PA01-LAC-∆smc∆parBΔsspB-∆mksB-C4 

(merodeploid) 

This study 

BKB372 PA01-LAC-∆mksB∆parBΔsspB-∆smc-C1 

(merodeploid) 

This study 
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BKB373 PA01-LAC-∆mksB∆parBΔsspB-∆smc-C2 

(merodeploid) 

This study 

BKB374 PA01-LAC-∆mksB∆parBΔsspB-∆smc-C3 

(merodeploid) 

This study 

BKB377 PA01-LAC-∆mksB∆parBΔsspB-∆smc-C4 

(merodeploid) 

This study 

BKB390 PAO1-LAC-∆sspB∆mksB∆parB-smc-DAS4 This study 

BKB307 PAO1-LAC-∆sspB∆smc∆parB-mksB-DAS4 This study 

BKB396 PAO1-LAC-∆sspB∆mksB∆parB-smc-DAS4 + 

pPSPK 

This study 

BKB397 PAO1-LAC-∆sspB∆smc∆parB-mksB-DAS4 + 

pPSPK 

This study 

BKB398 PAO1-LAC-∆sspB∆parB-smc-DAS4-MksB-DAS4 

+ pPSPK 

This study 

  

Table 3: List of plasmids and strains used for expressing human 

condensins 

Plasmids Description Source or 

reference 

pFastBacDual Expression vector for insect cell line Invitrogen 

pFastBac 

Dual-Gus/CAT 

Control vector expressing β-glucuronidase and 

chloramphenicol acetyltransferase  

Invitrogen 

pFastBacDual-

SMC2-pH 

Native SMC2 expressed from pH promoter This study 

pFastBacDual-

N-His-SMC4-

pH 

 

N-terminal His tagged SMC4 expressed from pH 

promoter 

This study 
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pFastBacDual-

SMC4-pH 

C-terminal His tagged SMC4 expressed from pH 

promoter 

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC2-His-C-

pH 

Native SMC4 expressed from pH promoter This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC2-p10 

C-terminal His tagged SMC2 expressed from pH 

promoter 

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC2-pH 

Native SMC2 expressed from p10 promoter This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC4-TEV-

STREP-pH 

 

Native SMC2 expressed from pH promoter This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC4-His-

MBP-pH 

C-terminal Strep tagged SMC4 expressed from 

pH promoter 

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC4-His(N-

Truncated)-pH 

 

C-terminal 9XHis and MBP tagged SMC4 

expressed from pH promoter 

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC4-GFP-

pH 

 

N-terminal truncated SMC4, with 9XHis-tag on C-

terminal  

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC2(p10)-

SMC4-

HIS(pH) 

 

C-terminal 9XHis and GFP tagged SMC4 

expressed from pH promoter 

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC2(P10)-

SMC4-

HIS(PH)-N 

truncated 

Native SMC2 expressed from p10 and C-terminal 

His tagged SMC4 expressed from pH promoter. 

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC4-MBP-

pH 

 

Native SMC2 expressed from p10 and C-terminal 

His tagged SMC4 with truncated N-terminal 

This study 
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pFastBacDual-

SMC4-MBP-

p10 

C-terminal MBP tagged SMC4 expressed from 

pH promoter 

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC2(pH)-

SMC4-

HTG(p10) 

 

C-terminal MBP tagged SMC4 expressed from 

p10 promoter 

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC2-

His(pH)-SMC4 

(p10) 

 

Native SMC2 expressed from pH promoter and 

C-terminal HTG- tagged SMC4 expressed from 

p10 promoter. 

This study 

pFastBacDual-

SMC2-His(pH)-

SMC4 (p10) 

 

C-terminal 9XHis tagged SMC2 expressed from 

pH promoter and native SMC4 expressed from 

p10 promoter 

This study 

 

Strains Description Source or 

reference 

Sf9 Clonal isolate derived from Spodoptera frugiperda 

cell line 

Invitrogen 

DH10Bac F- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) Φ80lacZΔM15 

ΔlacX74 recA1 endA1 araD139 Δ(ara, leu)7697 

galU galK λ-rpsL nupG/pMON14272/pMON7124 

Invitrogen 
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Table 4: Primers used in studying P. aeruginosa chromosome segregation  

Plasmid Primers used to amplify and clone chromosomal 

segments 

Location on P. 

aeruginosa 

chromosome  

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

0460 

GCACTGAAGCTTGGCAACGATTATTCGCAACTG

G 

GTACGTGGTACCACCCATCTCGTAGGGCGAAT

AACC 

PA0460 

(520737 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

0716 

GCACTGAAGCTTGGATTGGTAGAGGTCTCTGCA

AAGG 

GTACGTGGTACCAACATGAGAATTGCGATGACT

CCC 

PA0716 

(786928 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

0981 

GCACTGAAGCTTGGTGTTGAGCCATATGGCGG

ATC 

GTACGTGGTACCGCGGTTCATCTTTCCTCATAA

CTTGAGG 

PA0981 

(1062921 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

1436 

GCACTGAAGCTTGTGTACATCATCCTCGGCGTG

C 

GTACGTGGTACCCCGATCCTCTGTTCGCCTTCG 

PA1436 

(1563967 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

1673 

GCACTGAAGCTTGGAAATGCGCCATTCTGCTTC

C 

GTACGTGGTACCCCATCAGGGTTTCCTCGAAG

GC 

PA1673 

(1824969 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

1905 

GCACTGAAGCTTCCTGGAGTCGGTGGAGTTCT

GG 

GTACGTGGTACCCGAGCTGATCATCCACCAGA

CC 

PA1905 

(2076311 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

2910 

GCACTGAAGCTTTTCGGCGCAGGAATGTCG 

GTACGTGGTACCCCGGCTCGCTCCCGCCCA 

PA2910 

(2999192 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

3035 

GCACTGAAGCTTCCTTGAACCGCTCTGCGTCG 

GTACGTGGTACCCAGCGCCGGGTAGTGGTCC 

PA3035 

(3398104 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

3267 

GCACTGAAGCTTCTACAGGATCTTCTCACTGCC

G 

GTACGTGGTACCGCACCGTAAAATGGTTCAACG 

PA3267 

(3653937 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

4457 

GCACTGAAGCTTGATGTTGTCGAAAATCGC 

GTACGTGGTACCTGTTCAACGAATGTGGCG 

PA4457 

(4989305 bp) 

pP30D-

FRT-tetO-

5099 

GTACGTGGTACCGTTCCTGCTGACCTTCTTCAC

C 

GCACTGAAGCTTCGATGATGTTCTCGACACAGG 

PA5099 

(5741524 bp) 
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Table 5: Primers used to construct PAO1-LAC mutants 

Primer 

name 

Nucleotide sequence 

BB106 ACCTGGTACCAACCTGGATGACGGCGACGTC 

BB107 CCAGTGAAGAGTTCTTCTCCTTTGCTAGCACCCCCGTGGTGAT

GGTGGTGATGATGGTGGTGCGCCGGTTCGCCGGC 

BB108 GCCGGCGAACCGGCGCACCACCATCATCACCACCATCACCAC

GGGGGTGCTAGCAAAGGAGAAGAACTCTTCACTGG 

BB109 GTCGGTGCTCAGCTTAGTTGTACAGTTCATCCATGCCATGTG 

BB110 ACCTGGTACCAACCTGGATGACGG 

BB111 GTCGGTGCTCAGCTTAGTTGTACAGTTCATC 

BB143 ACAGGGTACCGAAGCGCTGGATAGCATGG 

BB144 CCAGTGAAGAGTTCTTCTCCTTTGCTAGCACCCCCGTGGTGAT

GGTGGTGATGATGGTGGTGGGCTTCAGCCAATGCGACC 

BB145 GGTCGCATTGGCTGAAGCCCACCACCATCATCACCACCATCAC

CACGGGGGTGCTAGCAAAGGAGAAGAACTCTTCACTGG 

BB146 GTCGGTGCTCAGCTTAGTTGTACAGTTCATCCATGCCATGTG 

BB147 ACAGGGTACCGAAGCGCTG 

BB148 GTCGGTGCTCAGCTTAGTTGTACAGTTC 

BB329 ACTGCTAAGCTTAAATGGACATGAAGGAAAATCGC 

BB330 AGCAGTCTGCAGGCGGGTTCCTTATGCGGTTG 

BB331 AGCAGTCTGCAGCACACTTTGGGTTGTAGCGG 

BB332 TGACGTGGATCCAGCTGACCATCAGGGTCAGC 
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BB321 CGTTGCCTCTGTCCTTAATAAGG 

BB323 CGATTGAGAGCAGAAAGCAGCC 

BB324 CTTTCTGTGGCTTGTGCAGATG 

BB510 GCTGAAACTCTTGCGTGGACAG 
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